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INTROI:UCTION 
This report deals with  the administration of financial and  technical 
cooperation between the European Econorrdo  Community  and  the Associated 
African States,  Madagascar  and  Mauritiu~ (AASM)  during the  1974  financial 
year,  the  fourth year of application of the  second  Yaound~ Convention. 
The  parts of  the report concerning tha  EIB  have  been prepared by the Bank 
as required by  Article  29  of the  Convention. 
1974  was  a  year of transition, in which  the  Commission  and  EIB,  in addition 
to the work  of appraising projects,  made  a  substantial contribution to the 
preparatory work  in connection with the  Lome  Convention negotiations. 
The  rate of comnri.tmenta  in 1974  was  not  such  as to enable all the amounts 
remaining available under  the  se.cond_ Yaounde  Convention to be  used up. 
Hence  although  the  Convention formally expired on  31  January 1975,  it is 
not yet possible to provide  the  Association Council with a  complete  pictUre 
of Community  aid under that Convention;  -this could be  the  ~~bject of the 
report for  1975.  Meanwhile  this report is confined to an  a~oount of . 
activity in 1974,  covering the  general  pattern~ an analysis  r>f  the principal 
financing decisions  taken and  questions  concerning the implementation of aid. VIII/409/75-E 
1.  'I"ne  trend of  the  si  tua:ti  on  :i.n  the  J\r~coc:i.n ted  i3ta. ·J;er'  in the  course of 
the year i.;as  marked  b;y·  the  conB<JliU.encns  of tho  confused.  s·tato  of  the world 
econorr~:l,  particularly the  risl1  in p::·:i.ce::;"  '111:\.s  o.ffectcrl  the  volume  of 
impor-ts  (increased  cos-t  of  moot  :\.mpod.ed.  produc"tor  for  example  food  products  1 
fertilizers,  oi.l  cmd  natural  gas1  oe11mn:t  H.i1d.  st()el)  and  of exports  (exports 
of certain goods,  for  example  tropical >·Foodsi  clecl:i.ned  as  a  result of the 
economic difficuHies experienced  by  tho  aGsociated countries'  trading 
partners,  while  tho  increasecl  value  of'  r.:erta.J.n  exports?  for  example  oil and 
phosphates  r  benefited  only a  h\:lnd.ful  of  thG  AASl,1)  ~ 
As  regards  the  ad.ministra.tion of f:i.ru.ncial  ar.d.  technical  cooperation,  the 
above  developmen-ts  had a  number  of ropercuosJonG  on  'the  trend or implementation 
of  the  capital projects and  other  schemes  financed.  'by  the  Cor.uniss:i.on.  'l'he 
principal effects were  as  follr.)I-[El: 
(a)  an effort was  1.na.de  to step  up  commitmrm·i;s  for  ce:da,j.n of the  least 
developed  countr:\.e<;  Hhich were  particularly hard hit by the  crisis (for 
example  Burundi,  Upper Volta 1  N'au:d.tm1.i.a  arJd  Somalia); 
(b)  the  increased  cost  of  ne>'l  proj<.•cte  ffi3.de  it necessary to reconsider 
arrangements  already wade.  l:n  -th(~  carJG?  for instctnce 1  of Nouakchott hospital 
(commi-tment 1  Ma.;y  ·197 4)  the  increa.ae  between the  estimate  (.Tune  1973)  and  -the 
opening of tenders  (Novoml;er  1974)  :'·n~s  at:~  rmlch  a;:;  441~ and  so  the  Mauritanian 
Government  decided  to  !lk.'llce  up  the dj ffe:r.enoe 1  ·1-li -th  the result that the project 
became  a  cofinanced  one  o  :Building costa  (excluding eq-u.ipm<:m't)  rose  from 
338  I  2  8  I.  2  .  \J~n-;m  to 4 7 u  .• a..lm  •  Por  thi?  extBnsi.on of the  Ihvegt.U'l-1  tea factory in 
Burundi  ( cornmi tment  ~  Jv.ly  1974)  ~  pri.CE:I  esat.l.la.Uot•  ~ parti.oularly between  197 3 
and  1974  - meant  tha.t  for this  proje:o·t& 
1.  the  total  eum  was  reviso:.ld.  u:pwa.rdm  f~l'om  ·1  3  i6 000 u.a  ..  to  1  421  000 u.a.; VIII/409/75-E 
2.  the  equipment  wa.a  simplified,  a.a  a  result of 'l'lhich  the  plant's a.nnua.l 
capacity was  reduced from  1  200  t  to 950  t  (this brought  the cost down. from 
2  136  000 u.a.  to  1  731  000 u.a.); 
,3.  the works  were  to be  carried out  by  the public works  department  instead 
of by  a  contractor, which  brought  the  coat down  to  1  368  000 u.a. 
These  modifications of the original project were  due  mainly to increases in: 
the prices of machinery anrl  eqUipmen·t  for the factory  (2%  per month  on 
) 
average); 
the cost of transport; 
the  price  of cement 1  which  rose  from 45  ·u.a./t at the  end  of  1973  to 
11  u.a./t in September 1974; 
the  price  of steel, which  rose  from  410  u.a./t at the  end  of 1973  to 
660  u.a.  in September  1974. 
(c)  overspending on  a  good  number  of  p~ojects already approved,  which  entailed 
supplementary commitmento
1  (financing to cover these amounted  in 1974  to 
approximately  2%  of total  commitments- eee  Annex  1,  Table.D,  breakdown by 
s~ctor) or the  reshaping of  projects~  For the project to supply groundnut 
seed to Zinder  (commitment,  .May  1974),  for example,  it was  planned  to provide 
Niger with  Senegalese  groundnut  seed the  cost price of which  in April  1974  was 
around  GFAl"  75  per kg delivered to Nigero  Ni thin weeks  the purchase price in 
Senecal  had  risen to  CFAF  101  per kg and  the  cost price delivered to Niger was 
CFAF  147  instead of  CFATt'  75•  Aa  a  result only 7  128  t  could be  purchased of 
the  15  000  t  that were  to have  been suppliedo 
As  regard::;lthe  rice project at Segou  in  ~ali  (commitment,  March  1972),  carrying 
out  the  original progr.•arnme  would  now  entail overspending of  MF  680  million, 
comprising  MF  470  million on  ·the  works  and  :ii:IF  210  million in respeot  of staff 
and  running  costs~ 
1 
For  example 7  see  Chapter II .fo-.:•  instances of the  effeots  of price increases 
on the implementation. of the  palm pla.nta:t;ion projeots in Togo  and  the 
Moundou-Koutou  road in Chacls - 4 ...  VIII/409/75-E 
'ro  hH~p the  projec-t within the total a.l1ott.cd 7  -the  followina; decisions had 
'to  be  taken: 
1.  the irrigable area vias  reduced  from 44  000 ha to  .?,5  000 ha; 
2.  the  number  of technical assistants was  reduced  from  nix to three in 
1976  and  two  in 1977  and  1978; 
3~  the  support  missions were  cut  out; 
4.  purchases  of fertilizers, herbicides and  certain equipment  for collective 
usa  were  postponedc 
The  principal reason was  soaring ur..i t  costa in 1974  and  1975.  For  example; 
cement  rooe  from  1>'lF'  30  000  to  :MF  35  OOOj 
petrol rose  from  MF  100  to  1-'!F'  140; 
the  SMIG  (minimum  guaranteed wage  for all tradeo)  rose  :f:r.om  .Mli'  5  500 to 
j.'J~  12  000; 
and  1  among  basic foods·tu.ffs; 
salt rose from MF  55  to  ~W 100  per kgi 
sugar rose  from  MF  250  to  MF  435 per kg. 
(d)  as to the  choice  of  methods  of financing,  -there  was  an increasing tendency 
to  reserve  grants for the  lea.st developed  countries~ 
2.  At  the  same  time,  the  time  taken up by the negotia-tions for the  new 
Convention held up attempts  to improve  the  implementation of the  second 
Yaound~ Convention (for instance the  Association  Co·omcil  has  not yet been 
able  to  examine  the  repor·t  on the administration of financial  and technical 
cooperation in 1973 1  nor the proposals put  forward.  by  the  Gornmuni ty in the 
autumn  of  1974  for improvlng such adnrl.nir;rtration),  since' all effo:r·ta were 
concentrated on the formulation of provisions for the  new  Convention;  there 
was  also  a  certain sl01dng down  of the rate of commi ·tmonts  by comparison with the 
preceding years  ..  Despite  the fact that ordinary loans granted by the  EIB 
increased in volume,  total commitments  foz•  the  AASM,  ;V:hich  ;.rere  (under the 
second  Yaound§  Convention) 
253  million u.a. in 1971 
213  million u.a. in 1972 
and  194  million u.a. in 1973 
amounted.  to  169  million u.u.  in 1974
1
,  excluding oomm:itmento  of  3.2 million u.a. 
T~~·:;::~::~~·~mmitments of  3.5  million ·u.a.  to  cover  ove:..·spe:nd.ing·  on projects 
already approved. VIII/409/75-E 
from the  remainder of the  second  EDF 1  these baing larcoly offset  (to tho 
extent of nearly 3  mill:l.on u.a.) by cancellations of funds  committed  (see 
Annex  1  E). 
The  aim  of this deliberate  olowing doJ.,'1l  of activity by the  Commission - slight 
though it was- was  to  avoid using up all tho  appropriations by  31  Jarru.ary  1975, 
when  the  second  Yaou.r1de  Convention  \'i'Ul3  formally due  to  expire,  and  thus  to  leave 
a  certain amount  with which  to operate  in the "transitional period up to the 
entry into force  of the  new  Convention  (the trend of the  negotiations having 
demonstrated quite  early in 1974  tha.t  there wao  virtually no  chance  of the 
Convention being ready for  irnplementati(.m on  )"l  January  1975). 
If the  econonzy- of ·l;he  Associated  States :i.s  not  to be  disrupted and  tho activity 
of the  firms  and  companies  carrying out projects drastically curtailed, it is 
important  that  an abrupt halting of  com.rni tments  be  avoided  and  that resources 
be  set aside for  carrying out  studies in prepa.'"('ation for the financing of 
investment  projects when funds  are actually rn.;u:le  available to the  Commission 
under  the  new  Convention. 
Hence,  one  month  before  -the  expiry of the  second  Yaounc1e  Convention,  commitments 
of ConuiJUni.ty  aiel  (EDF'  +  E"IB)  under  the  Convention totalled. 876  million u.a.  1 
for the  AASM  and  the  OCT,  in o·t;her  ,,rorcl.s  87 76%  of the  funds  available,  leaving 
a  reserve  of around  124  TILi.llion u.s  .• 2  for new  commitmen·ts  and  possible adjustments 
to projects for  which  fuJ1d.G  had  previously been committed  from  EDF  resources. 
As  regards  the  AASU  alone 1  e.x:clud.ing  i·~ems which  cannot  be  broken down  (for 
example,  trade  promotion of tropical productsR  and.  the  Association News, 
publication of which  concerns  both  the  AASM  a:nd  the  OC'.r)  and  the uncommitted 
balance  of funds  under  non-repa,'{a.ble  aid  se-t  ttside  for  commitment  by the 
Chief Au-thorizing Office7.,3  ~  conuni tments  und.er  the  second  Yaounde  Convention 
amounted  to  716~2 million u.a.~  fro;n  the  EDli'  and  82e3  million u.a..  from  the 
EIB,  or a  total of 798 95  million (over 88%  of t.ha  900  million uoao  provided 
for in the  Convention). 
,.....-------
That  is, 793.7  million  \.loa~  fx·om  the  EDF  and  8~!.3 million u.a.  from  the  EIB. 
2
106.3  million u.a.  from  the  EDF'  and  17.7  miJ.Hon u.a..  from  the  EIB. 
3 
The  total  fundG  made  a:va.:i.J.able  by  the  Commisuion to the  EDF  Chief Authorizing 
Officer for  the  financing of general  technical  Gcoperation and project-linked 
technical  coopE~raUon schemes,  and  ccrt;:tin aid projeots for  the  marketing and 
sales promotion of  AJ\Sl\'1  products,  cannot  be  'i!f,t  off against  the recipient 
countries until  the,y  have  a.otunlly  been  committed  by the  Chief Authorizing 
Officer. - 6  _,  VIII/109/75-E 
Table  A in Annex:  1  contains a  br.za.kdo\m by  country and.  1)y  ueotor  of o.ll 
commi tmcntn  made  in 1974  and  a  further  brcakf!.own  by  oountry  and.  by  metl10d 
of financing.  To.bles  B  and  C :i.n  the  same  Annex  contain a  brea.l~d.o\\rn of 
the  situation of  the third  EDF  u.s  a  whole P  by country  a..nd  l,~r  sector,  as 
recu.rds  commitments  from  EDF  resources  (erunts 1  special lon.ns,  contributions 
to risk capital  formation,  interest rate  subsirlieG) • 
3.  With  regard  to the distrilmtion betNeen countrie<>,  it is found  that by 
comparison with  the preceding year there  w-as  a.  red\.tctic>n in the  comrui tmenta 
for  <:everal  of. the  most  advanced.  countries  (for instance  Cameroon)  whereas 
the  commi tmerrts  for  some  of the  least developed.  countries  (Dahomey r 
Mauritania,  Somalia,  Upper Volta)  increased.. 
'.rhis  important question is ciiffioult to assess ·1-;:i.thin  the  f:ca.mework  of a 
single year.  However,  it may  be  pointed  out  that in ·1974  the  coun·~ries 
v;hich  received large-scale aid  (over  10  million Uoao)  wore  those to Hhich 
loans  were  made  :from  "the  resources  of the  EIJli'  or  EIB  (Ivory Coast,  Zaire, 
Senegal) 1  or countries which  are  among  the  least dove  loped.  (Mauri  -ta.nia, 
Somalia,  Upper Volta)$  In this connection the case of Ivory Coast is 
significant:  this State received  ·11  ULi.llion  ~,,.a.  in the  form  of non-
repayable  a..id,  including  8~4 million u.a.  in grants  and.  2o7  million u.a.  in 
the  form of interest rate  subsidies for  E1B  locmB,  hut  i't received :nearly 
27  million u.a.  in the  form  of repayable  aid 1  comprising special loans  of 
7.4 million u.a.  and  orclinary loans  of  19.4  million u.a.  from  the  resources 
of the  EIB.  Furthermore r  this  s-t.ate  participates  9  sometimes  to  a  subst::J.ntial 
extent¥  in the financing of certain projects  (cocoa,  ranch  scheme 1  etc*)" 
On  the  other hand,  the  eleven least developed  States  (as  J.ioted in the 
Lome  Convention1)  received grants only and  these  amounted  al-together to  55% 
of [',Tants  made  in 1974  (the correoponding 1973  fig(tre  being  53%)~ 
Gabon is a  special case,  having received- apart  from  commitments in respect 
of a.dm.inistrati  ve  expenditure - only repayable aid  (in the  form of a.. special 
loan) • 
• 
1 Bu~~l;l~.·,-;;rrtral  African Hopublio 1  Chad,  IJ..::Jwmey~  .Val:!.,  M.."'.uritania,  Niger, 
Rwanda,  Som.alia1  Togop  Upper Volta. ... 7- VIII/409/75-E 
4.  The  brecl<down  by  sector of comrnitmanto  in 1974  alao  gives  only  ~ pGrti~l 
pioturo of the  situation.  It shows  that tho  three  major sectors  (production, 
infrastructure,  social development)  each received roughly the  same  amount  of 
aid. 
Ao  rcgardc  production, it should. be  pointed  out  that the  volume  of commitmento 
in recpect  of rura.l production was  very  similar to that for industry and  mining; 
23  million u.a.  and  25  million u~a. respectively. 
In addition to tho projects for  food  crops,  cash  crops  and  integrated agricultura 
development  (reprenented in 1974  by a  phase  of the  Imbo  project in Burundi),  a 
quite  cubotantial  proportJ.on of funds  went  to  stock-farming. 
ln inclustry and  mining thoro were  projects for  the processing of local products 
(tea factory in Burundi,  spi1~ing and  weaving in Ivory Coast)  and  for the 
development  of mineral production  (extension of copper and  cobalt production 
in Zaire). 
Lastly,  several  AASM  Nero  invol  vod  in  t~rade proJnotion  schemes,  such as  the 
scheme  to promote  textile products in Ivory  Coast~ 
A substantial proportion of  economic  infrastructure projects in 1974  were 
concerned ·with  the  road  no·bvorkf  involving both roads  and  bridges, but  the_ 
largest amount  went  to raihtays  (Abidjan-Niger Railway and  the  Transgabon)  o 
Funds  allocated for airports were  only for  topping up previous  commitmentso 
Tnere  were  various f'inarwings  in the  eoc:i.al  development  sector,  above  all in 
education  (nearly half the  commitments  conoern..i.ng  this sector),  and also in 
public health  1  urban Hater  eng1neering and  urban infrastructure.  In education 
there were  projects at every level  (higher education as well as  secondary, 
primry and  technical)  .i  in public health there were  projects for  qui  t.e  sizeable 
establishmentr;;  water  engineering Has  represented by vrater  supply projects 
(Kim:hasa1  1-!opti  and  extensions to the installations at  Bamako  and  Nara) 1  and 
urban works  by,  for  examplo 1  a  housing estate at  Bamako .. - 8- VIII/409/7  5-E 
Lastly,  the heading "Other"  ia  oonoernad  oooentio.J.ly - lco.vi.ng aoide 
administration costs- with both project-linked and  general  technical 
cooperation,  such as  regional  development  studies  (the  study of the 
Ankaizina area  in :Madagascar  and the study for  the development  of the Juba 
Valley in Somalia).  It should be noted that a  good  number  ~•f  tl1e  studies 
financed as project-linked technical  cooperation (the .Ankaizina  study, 
the studies for _the  Ouagadougou-Yako  and Yaound.e-Bafoussam roads,  e·tc.) 
-vrere  carried out with n  viEr..r  to possible financing of  pr.-ojeot..s  under  the 
4th EDF. 
:J.  'l'h8  breakdown  of financing methods  applied in  197 4 is set  out  in detail 
in Chapter III and  .Annex  I  A,  which  show  that  non--repayable  aid amounted 
to  108 578  000 u.a.,  equivalent  to  64%  of thl3  total  (including 2  752  000 u.a., 
equivalent  to  1%  of the total,  for  interest rate subsidies),  while  special 
loann  from EDF  resources  amounted  to  24  564  000 u.a.,  equivalent  to  'l5%  of 
the total,  and  ordinary loans  from  the resources of tha EIB amounted  to 
36  040  000 u.a.  or  21%  of the total. 
6.  During the year  in question the utmost  account  was  taken of Assooiation 
Council resolutions defining the  general  pattern for  financia-l  and  technical 
cooperation:  f~r example  in accordance with  the  1971  gynthesis  of 
Hesolutions  Nos  1/66,  2/67  and  3/68,  projects were  financed  :i.n  connection 
vrith  food  crops  (such as  the rice-growing projects in Mali  o.nc\  riTauritania) 
or the  establishment of growth  points for  stock-·farming (the Maraoue.  ranch 
in Ivory  Coast);  the  ongoing adaptation of education to local conditions 
(Resolution  No  5/72 1  Chapter I,  sections  1  a.ncl  3)  was  one  of thH  objectives 
of the primary  schools projects undertaken in Upper  Volta,  Senegal  and. 
Cameroon,  while the project for an  inter-Sta;te ,.,ater  eng:i.neering technical 
school  in Upper  Volta meets  the call for  the regionalizat.ion of training 
expressed in the  same  resolution  (Chapter  I 1  section 5);  the possibility 
of financing running costa  (Resolution  No  5/721  Chapter  II,  section 4)  came 
into  play  in the case of the  Ampefiloha hospital  in ~~ada.g-a.sca.r;  lastly~ 
various  means  of industrial  cooperation listed in Resolution  No  5/!2 
(Chapter  III) were  brought  into action in 1974  (see Chapter II below,  the 
sectiomJ dealing with industrial  studies and trade promotion). 
7.  .Ar.10ng  the principal features  of the administ.ration of  economic  and 
financial  cooperation during the past year,  mention should first  of all be 
made  of the wide  use made  of the :range  of methods  of financing 1)rovided 
for  in the  Convention.  For  one  importan·t  projeci;  1  for  inatancei  the VIII/  409/75-E 
Abidjan-Niger Railway  (RAN)  in  Ivory  Coast~  several  methods  of Community 
financing warG  oombinadz  an ordirll?.!'y  lo~l.n  from  the resources  of the EIB, 
EDF  non-repayable aid in the  form  of an interest rate subsidy,  and  a 
special loan from  EDF  resources.  However 1  no  oon·tri  but  ion to risk capital 
formation was  made  in 1974• 
It should be  added  that as  a  result. of the increased cost  of works  and  supplies, 
supplementary  commitments  made  by the  EDFqs  Chief Authorizing Officer,  up  to 
a  maximum  of  15%  of the initial commitment,  were  not  infrequent  in 1974:  for 
example,  there was  a  supplement~·y commitment  of 639  000  u.a.  in respect  of 
Upper  Volta for the asphalting of the section of road between Nianguedi and  the 
Togolese frontier,  and  another  of'  243  000  u.a. for  improvement  to Kaedi  Airport 
in Mauritania.  Hhere  expenditure  exceeded the original  commitment  by  more  than 
15%  - and  could not  be  covered "by  the  State concerned - the  Commission  itself 
took the necessary financing decision after consulting the EDF  Committee.  This 
was  done,  for  example~  in the  case of the  Bangui  slaughterhouse and  the  improvement 
of the Moundou-Koutou  road  (Chad).  Furthermore,  changes  had  to be  made  in 
respect  o~previous commitments,  particularly those  concerning the Central 
African Republic  1  where  the  comini tmen-t  of 7  38  000  u.a.  under the third EDF 
in connection with tho  Ba.mb::J.ri  agric-l1l tural  college was  cancelled,  in addition to 
changes  involving conunitments  under  the first and  second EDFs. 
Secondly  7  the  Community  ha,s  made  an  effo:rt  to  support  regional  cooperation and 
to take  the needs  of non-associated countries into account,  by  financing the 
construction in Lome  of a  r•:Jgio:nal  centre for training in road maintenance, 
which.is  intended not  only for nationals of the "Entente" countries-:- the 
promoters  of the  project -·  but  aleo,  at their  r{~q1HJst  1  for  nationalf.l  of other 
French- or English-speaking African States;  and  by  organizing seminars  open 
to nationals of non-ar;socil:\t  eel.  cmmi;:ri  e1:1. 
This  effort is  in li.ne  i11Hh  the Community 1e  long-s-tanding interest in regional 
cooperation,  which  led in 1974 1  for  examplep  to the road projects linking 
Upper  Volta with neighbouring countries  (the road  from  l'rianguedi  to  the Togoleae 
frontier,  the  study for  the Ouagadou.gou-Yako  section of the Ou.a.gadougou-Mopti  road), 
the  projects for  inter·-Sta"te  schoo1a  ( th6  school  for water  engineering technicians 
at Kamboinse  in Upper  Vo1ta) 1  etc. 
Thirdly,  in  1974  the  Cormmmi ty ·tn:rned  t.o  tho fi.na,noing of .projects which  from 
the  Corr.muni ty t s  point  of vie"VI'  are of a  rela.  t:i. vely new  type:  the building of 
a  complete unlvei'sity at Mogadishu.  (Community  aot.ion in the field of higher - 10- VIII/  409/7.5-E 
educo.t ion ha.d  hitherto been confined to tho  oonstruotion of  e.  fevl  buildings 
for  the  extension of existing establislun>.mts)  1  tourism  (the  equipping of 
national  parks in Chad)  and training for  owners  of small businesses in 
Zaire.  The  Community  also  made  use of the facility established by Article  2 
of Protocol  No  6  (temporary aid for  starting up  a  project)  1.n  tho  case of the 
provision of stocks of medicinal  preparations for the .A.mpafiloha hospital 
(Madagascar). 
One  final  point  to be  stressed concerns aid to tho  Sahel  and  the countries 
affected by  the  1973-74  oil crisis.  The  situation in Somalia having seriously 
deteriorated by  the  end  of 1974,  the  Commiss:Lon  sent  out  a  mission v1hose 
invec;tigo.tions  resulted in emergency aid being gra.nt•Jd  :i.n  January  1975. 
Furthermore,  the  Commission took the initiative of calling several meetings 
in Brussels  in  1974  so  that the drought-stricken countries and  the  sources of 
aid  could  examine  jointly possible medium- and  lane--term measures  for 
improving radically the situation of the areas  concerned.  Certain projectsv 
moreover,  arise from  the necessity t9  remedy  the harmful  effects of drought 
on  previous projects  (for  example,  the Agou  palm plantation in Togo) 1  or  the 
need  to repair the damage  caused to the nationaJ.  economy  (supply of ground.nut 
seed  to  Niger).  Lastly,  tho  drought-affected S'tates continued to receive 
food  aid in .1974  from  the  Conunission budget,  and  the States most  seriously 
affected by  the oil crisis received help from  the  Cheysson F'lmd. VIII/409/7  5-E 
As  regards  projects for the  M.SM 1  forty  fin:-:illcing decisions  (including four 
concerning loans  on  special  terms  on Hhich  i;he  EIB  had  delivered a  favourable 
opinion)  were  taken 'by  the  Commission after  (~onsuJ.ting the  EDF  Committee, 
there was  one  cancellation,  the  EDF  Chief Authorizing Officer agreed to the 
toppingo-up of seven previouB  com..mitments  and  the EIB }Joard  of Directors 
authorized the  grant.  of three ordinary loans.  The  Commission authorized six 
pro,ject-linked or general  technicc:1.l  cooperation  scheroes,  after consulting the  EDF 
Committee,  and  the  Chief Authorizing Officer drew  on the  funds  placed at his 
disposal  by  the  Commission for accelerated procedure  opera-tiona  in forty-six 
cases  of pro,ject-linked technica.l  CCioperation  and  ten cases  of general 
technical  cooperation.  '!.'here  were  two  cancellations under this heading. 
'l'he  following a.nalyses  concern the principal investment  decisions and cases of 
technical cooperation.  Particular prominence trl.ll  be  given to projects t•hich 
are  of a  relatively new  type  or  posaess  original features,  a.nd  thoae  which are 
of special interest to the  Sta;te  concerned. 
* 
* 
A.  ]"ood  c:~ 
One  project is to  be und€dnken in  i~a.li  and  two  in /ll'a.l..U"ita.nia.;  they are 
principally concerned with rice  f;"'T'Oi,.:l.ng. 
A  gra,nt.  of  2  549  000 u.a.  t'ia.s  made  for  a  loNlan.d rice-growing project in the 
Sikasso area of l·1.a.li,  'rh.hl  projod  fo11m·n:d  an  experimental  and  prepa:J.•atory 
phase,  also finanoed  undm•  the Jrd E.DF'  (commitment  of 522  000 u.a.  in 1971), 
the results of wh:Loh  were  encou.ra~;;:i.ng despite the insufficient rainfall in 
recent years  ( :i.n  1973  supervised r:i.ce  g:rowing on  2.  BBO  ha instead of the 
planned  1  450  h..a.,  and  3  000 t.produoed  :i.nst.Ga-d  cf the planrwd  2  170 t, ate.). - 12- VIII/  409/75-E 
'I'h0  principal  ob,jectiva is to  increase the  prouu.c.:tivity  of tha  existing 
oultivo."tod  CJ..roa.  by  50%  and  H  io hoped to  prod.uc0 an  extra.  10  000  t  in 
the third  (and final) year of the project.  'l'he  operations  ~-rill  b·:~  concerned 
mainly Hith simple small- and medium-scale Hater-engineering improvements 
~n lowlands  and  small  valleys '"'i th permanent  rivers  j_n  order to  GOntrol 
water  resom~ces over an area of  2  200  ha  and.  with the  development  of a 
1  100 ha  ric&-groHing area in a  valley with a -sizeable  :pe1~rn<merrt  river. 
'rhe  expected extra production is intended for  domestic  consumption in Na.J.i. 
IE  Mauri tania7  a  grant  of 3  385  000 u. a.  vlill  permit  the preparation of the 
first  phase  (200  ha)  of a  p:i.lot  area for  irriga-ted rice  gro•,;ir~g in the  Gorgol. 
'I'his  scheme  is intended to provide  exact  information en  physiCE1.1 1  economic, 
technical  and  social  conditions as  a  guide  to  Gtlbsecru.ent  developments  in the 
ar·ea  (ovor  a  possible  12  500 ha,  so far as k.not-;ledge  of 'the  area.  permits  at 
prGsent).  At  the  same  time it will  permit  the production  (tHo  crops  per 
year)  for  consumption in Mauritania of 4  000  t  of  ri<:.~e,  a  figu.re  which  should 
be  assessed in the light of current rice production  ( 6  000 t)  and.  consumption 
( 30  000 t).  The  value of the  project  lies therefo:ce  :i.n  Us contribution to 
the beginnings of agricultural  development  in a cou.ntry  such s..s  Mauri  t.ania7 
whose  economy  has  hitherto been dependent  on  nomad:i.c  stoclc-~r;:doing~  min5.ng·1 
the  production of millet  and  to  a  lesser degree - fishing. 
'l'he  schemes,  which are  based  on  the UNTIP  study covering the whole  of tho 
Gorgol  basin,  comprise the  establishment of hydro-a,_<;Ticultura.l  i:nf'rastructm·e, 
the  provision of equipment  and  technical assis'ta.nce,  At  the  same  -time  the 
farmers 1-.rill  be  able to continua to cultivate traditional  crops  (such as 
millet) after the annual  floods  have  receded  on that  part of the area  (5  000  ha.) 
which Hill not  be  developed during the first phase. 
The  second  project  involving MaUl'ita.n:l.a  concel'ns  the setting up  of a  rural 
engineering works  team  for constructing and repairing dams  in the  Hodhs  (grant 
of  2  031  000 u.a.).  Climatic conditions in the area are rigorous 
a.nd  the cultivation  of  food  Ol~ope  is  either dependent  on rain -13- VIII/409/75-E 
(and  hence  ~t the  mercy  of tho  weather)  or onrried on  behind flood barriers, 
but these food  crops account  on  average for only  10%  of consumptiono  In order 
to raise this proportion,  the appropriate  solution was  therefore to  increase 
the  number  of water-points.  However,  the cost of having the dams  constructed 
or repaired by a  contractor would  have  been prohibitive because of the  remoteness 
of the area from  the  main  centres and  the fact that the  sites are widely scattered. 
On  the  other ha.ndp  if the national authorities were  provided with  mobile  equipment 
suitable for carrying out  the works  in question  (construction of  10 dams  and 
repairs to 8 others) they could  subsequently ensure  the proper maintenance  of 
the. structures.  The  local people will participate in the works  in return for 
food  to be  distributed by the authorHies. 
It is hoped  that  the  project will result  in a  50%  increase  in the  current 
production of flood-area  crop~ which  involve nearly 7 000  growers for whom 
there is in any case no  alternative productive activity,  and that it will 
reinforce  the effect  observed in connection with the existing dams  - of 
inducing the  people to settle in the vioinityo 
B.  Industrial  crol?.!! 
There  were  four projects involving Ivory Coast,  Niger,  Senegal  and  Togo. 
In Ivory Coast,  a  special  lo~~ of 2  391  000  u.ao  was  granted for establishing 
9  600  ha of villag-e  cocoa plantations.  This crop will help to develop the 
south--vn;J st of the country,  which  1-1as  until recently remote  and  sparsely populated. 
The  project will be  carried out by SATifJACI,  a  State  company.  The  Ivory Coast 
Government  will contribute  to the  project the  smn  of  1  750  000  Uoao,  equivalent 
to 42%  of the total,  and  will also provide  equipment  for the villages  (economic 
and  social  infrastructure) and  loan facilities for the  planterso  In accordance 
with  current  practice7  loans wUl be  made  only to planters who  agree to join a 
group,  the  members  of which  will be  jointly responsible for debts incurred by 
the  members  within the  conh:>..'"t  of the  group's activities.  In all 3  200  planters 
will be  involved and the additional production from the  project  (without  use 
of fertilizers) will be around 7 700  t  of  ~oooa. beans,  which will be  exportedo - 14  - VIII/409/75-E 
A  grant  of  2  800 000  u~o..  Gno.bled  ground.<''lU't  s6t'Hl  to l'e  su.pplied to the  Zinder 
·department of Nigere  The  purpose  of thi.s  Pl'oject  1  following the conoid.erable 
.drop  in production as a  consequence  of the  dronglrt  in  1971~73 1  is to reestablish 
the cultivation of grotmdnu.ts,  which  are  used for local  consu.mptiori  a.H  well as 
being exported;  this product  is vital to both ·t;he  eoonOfi\Y  of  ZindBr1  which is 
·one  of the  country's  most  important  productive areaH  (not  only are  the  farmers 
concerned  - for whom  the  range  of products providing a  cash  income  is lim.Hed 
but  also  the  local processing factories)  and  the national  economy,  bocause  of 
tax receipts and foreign  ou.rrenoy  earnings  .. 
·The  financing covers  the  purcho.so  of the  seed.7  the  col3t  of -i;ro.nsport  to Zinder9 
trcatm•mt  with fungicides  and  insecticides and  tho  esta.blizhment  of  a  seecl  stock 
. for  the  1975  crop year,  constit,xtion of which will have  first call on  the  1974 
seed harvest • 
. A  stun  of 4  321  000  u.a.  (of which  1  million  u~a. under the Pi:rBt  'Yaound.e 
Convention)  was  made  available to Senegal  in  the  form  o:;'  e~  loo.n  on  special 
terms for  the partial financing of  a  market--gardening  project~ 
has  since  been  extensively modified  and accordingly rweds  to bo  reexa.minedo 
A grant  of  1  368  000  u.a.  Has  made  for the  r)rojE!ct  to extend  ;,;elected  palm 
plantations in  the  Agou area of 'l'ogo.  This project  ccve~·s the  sstabJ.ishment 
of  a  new  700-ha area of industrial plantations as well  as  suppJ.ementary 
expenditure  for  a  project  in a  nr.:Jighbouring area  ~•hich was  the  subject  of 
a  previous  commitment  under the  second EDF.  Substantial eo st  :increases 
have  affected  several,itema in the latter projeot:  for example,  the  cost 
of labour rose  from  CFAF  200  a  day in 1969  to  CFAF  3'75  in 1974 1  equivalent 
to an  increase of 88%  in five years.  Moreover~ tha  arGa was affected - '15- VIII/409/75-E 
by the droueht  of  1971-74  o.nd.  the  gJ.·o~>rt.h  of the  seedlings retarded by one  year, 
which  made  it necessary to provide for an extra year's upkeep before production 
bega.ne  As  to the extension project:  the additional palm oil produced will 
probably be  exported!  while  the palm kernels will be  processed on the  spot  in 
the  palm kernel oil mill which  it is proposed to set up at Lomeo  It should 
be  pointed out  tha.t  the  palm oil mill at Alokoegbe,  which it wa.s  decided to 
extend  in 1973,  required a  GUpplementary  commitment  of  110 000 u.a.  in 1974, 
authorized by ·the  EDF  Ghiof Authorizing Officer and  entered under  J;ndustry 
in Annex  lo 
The  only project of thi.s  type financed  in 1974  concerned the development  of the 
Imbo  in Burundi  (1  007 000  u.a.).  This involves  supplementary financing for 
a  project previously cornmi tted under ·the  second EDF,  a  pilot project to be 
continued  on an experimental basis in '1975-76. 
This  interim phasey  which  was  financed by means  of a  grant  made  in 1974,  comprises· 
a  number  of  eupplomentary projects  (o9ntinued operation of a  coffee plantation, 
improvements to the water  supply) 1  fUl•ther  work  on agricultural problems and 
anti-rodent precautions,  and technical assistance9  It  should be recalled that 
the  aim  of tte pilot pro,ioot  \·iz.s  the  development  of 3  000 ha of new  land,  the 
settling of  2  200  families  in new villages equipped with the necessary social 
infrastnwtu.rer  and the  cultivation of rioe,  coffee and other products  (cotton, 
maize,  bea.nst  soyaw  suga.r  ca.ne 9  •r~c. ) .. 
Do  .stock-f~l,n~ 
Two  stock-farming projec·ts wore  fina.noed 1  one  in Ivory Coast  and  the other in 
Upper Volte.G 
A grant  of 3  331  000  u .. ao  was  mada  for the .Maraoue  l'anch  in Ivory Coast.  Its 
aim is ·t.o  raiso  10  000  head of cattle on approximately 40  000  ha of savannah by VIII/409/75--E 
tho  end  of  the  aaven·ch your of the  p:roj eot  .. 
will be  raised on the  ranch  and  passed on for fattening on pasture  in rural  · 
areas and to peasant  stock-raisers.  The  meat  prod.uced will  "be  :for consUlllpt ion 
in Ivory Coast.  The  Corrununity financing will cover -the  cost  C 1i' deveJ.opJ.ne a 
42  000 ha area of pasture  (fences,  tracks,  fire'' breaks1  wens)~ plus the  ranch 
buildings,  eqt.lipmen-~  and  technical assis-tance.,  Ivory Coast  vlill participate 
by covering expenditure on staff and  the running costs of the r:J.nch  B.nd  will 
provide the  cat-~le for the  initial herd:  the Ivory Coast.  con·cribution is 
es'l;imated at  2  614  000  u~ao  p  equivalent to over 40%  of the to·tal  amount  needeli., 
T:ne  project  could  subsequently be  extended to  cover an  addi.tj_onal  40  000  ha 
whh  a.  further  10  000  head if the  ranch  is by then ai)le  to fj_na:noe  i tse1f or 
if the  necessary funds  can be  found  in Ivory Coast  or ob·!;ained.  from ex:ternal 
GOll.t'Ges.  The  project is expected to  produce  a  wide  range of  eff<:<ctfH  local 
beef and.  veal requirements will be  met 1,  livestock numbers will be  :Ulcx·eased 
rind  its quality and  productivity improved,  and  additional  income  crea-tad for 
small rural  stock-fa.rmerso 
The basis of the aid for  improving stock-farming on  ·tradi  i;ional  liJH'l8  i:n  t;1le 
Ban.fora  (Upper Volta)  regional  development  a.rea7  for v1hich  ~~  grant  of 763  000  u .. a. 
was  made 1  is appreciably different  from that  of the  above  projeGt.  Instead o:f 
a  single centralized project,  it involves  a  ranee of ooo:rd.imd;.::cl  schemes,  of' 
which  the  following are the chief:  a.  health programme,  improv.aments  in breeding 
and nutrition,  the  extension of a  proe-ranune  for animal-drai'm tilla(;l3  combined 
i;'ith  the fattening of cattle and  a  marketing soheme 7  and the  establishment  of 
a  pasture area for the traditionally nomadic  stock-raiser"'  (v;ho  are at present 
tending to settle in one  place because of the  continuing drought  :tn the  Sa.1-jel) 
1There  is at  present  a  serious shortfall in the  country since pi·oduction. amoun-t;s 
to no  more  than approximately  35%  to 40%  of  consumption,  and this \V'ill  fa.ll  to 
30%  in 1985  if nothing is done  to  improve the  current  situation9  Fur-thermore 7 
'it is estimated that  meat  could be  produced locally a-t  20%  to  :30%  lrelow the 
_cost  of  imported meat,  which  means that the State  lrTou..ld  oavo  CFAF  6 000  million 
in foreign currency in 1985  if all the currant  livestock projects are  carried  out~ - 17  ·- VIII/  1109/75-E 
within  ~ ~urm.l  o~J.on:I.Mtion  aX'~D.  tha:~ would  ho.vo  to bo  oquipped  (wo.tor points, 
etc 9 )  e  There  is an  experimen-l;al  dimension to this  project which  chould provide 
.practical guidelines for the  fu·t;ure  preparation of projects on  a  bigger scale 
concerninG" livestock in Upper VoHae 
Eo  ,Inclust;Q: and ,minil!.tr 
(a) Industrial projects concerned  B~undi, the Central African Republic,  Ivory 
and Madagascar. 
A  gran-t  of  ·1  316  000 u.a  ..  was  made  for  the  oxtensioll of  -~he  RweGUra  tea 
· fac-tory in Burundi.  ~rhe  capacity of this fac-tory,  which was  constructed 
with third EDF  financing,  needs to be  enlarged to enable it to process the 
increased production of the existing plantations as well as the production 
from new  ones,  and  so  it \-<ill  be raised from  450  t  to  1  200  t  per yearo 
It may  be recalled that at the  London  tea auctions in 1974 1  tea. from  Burundi 
compared  very favourably with other African teas and was  classed almost 
equal \'lith teas from East Africa. 
In Ivory Coast  the EIB helped  in  ·the partial financing of the Ivory Coast 
Cotton  Compat~ (COTIVO)  project by  meru1s  of an ordinary loan of 5  400  000 u.a., 
to~:;ether with an interest  ratt~  subsidy from EDF  resources  (548  000 u.a.). 
The  p:t"oject  involves setting up  a  spinning and weavinG' mill a.t  AG"boville 
with an  :l.nitial annual  capacity of 6  000  t  of cloth,  half of \-thich  - in 
the  form  of  indigo blue  denim cloth - \'fill be produced for a  local clothing 
factory~  Some  70%  of COTIVO's  production will be  exported in the  form of 
denim or as print  e,nd  articles of clothing..  This project will therefore 
not  only provide  a  me;ma  of increa.sj.ng the value of the cotton produced 
locally,  but wil1  help to  imprmtf:l  ·t;he  trade balance,  create  1  040  jobs 
initially and  dive:c·sify the  economy of what has been hitherto a.n 
exclusively agricultural s.:rea  .. ...  18-
Ol.'a.n'ts  WC'l:r'G  mnd.a  for  t't-10  olo.ugh·herhousl;l  p:roj<~otsr  ono  1.n  'th\~  Cerrhra.l  African 
Republic  (supplementary financing to the  tune  of 547  000  uoa.,  for excess 
expenditure  incurred in building the  Bangui  slaughterhouoe 1  the origina1 
commitment  for which vm.s  in the form of a  second ED:F'  gra11t)  and the  other 
in Madagascar  (supplementary financing of 576  000  uQa. ..  fCJr  ·tJ,·'  ·':>narive 
slaughterhouse~  the original oommhment  for which h'as  in  thr~  fc:rm of n 
special  loan and a  grant  1mde:r the  second EDF) ~  The  ~:m1)plmnor:..ta.ry finanr::irJg 
for the latter concerns  items not  or:i.ginally inolu  .  .d.ed  (provision of ca.t."tle-
rloats,  small  storage warehouses in the ·toHn)  as ;;re11  ~>.s  exm-HJ<:l  e:x.penditure1 
over the original commi  troE>nt. 
(-o)  Industrial st  ud:i.e s 
As  regards studies on opportunities  fo~  imlus·~ria.lization in th0.  AASl.fl 7  the 
sectoral studies of exporting industries 1r1er•e  oompJ.e-l;ed  an-::1.  :p:r·inted during 
the year  so  that they could be distributed. right at the beginning of 1975$ 
In the  context  of industrial  inforlllD.tion!  a,  second  edition  ~ im:;:r.roved, 
enlarged and  updated - was  prepared  of'  the brochures  on th0  11Co.nditions 
for the sett  ing>-up  of  indus-trial  nnclertaki:n.gs"  in each of -i:hc  "!9  Associated 
States.  The  compend.ium  of legislation on  invest1:~en:~  in tnr"'  J1,;'.S11  \\'as 
Both these  series \'lill be distributee!_ in 1n5  .. 
In addition to  these  studies,  there  ~rmre  exo.mple:J  of action 1Jnder  th.B  head.ing 
of project-linked t ecb.nical cooperation7  such as ·the  study fo\' the  K:l.gonk'"\.on-" 
Mururu high voltage line  (65  000  u.a.)  and  the  extens:Lon of \·IOrks  supervision 
for the Kigali industrial estate in  lli~anda.  (32  000 lt.a.). 
(o)  An  EIB ordinary loan of  16  600  000  u~a  ..  was  :made  to Zaire to finance  mining 
and  industrial plalTt  called for by the  second f:i  ve-year  r3:x:-pa:o.sion  plan of' 
Generale  des Carrieres et des ll!ines  (GECA.MTirE:S) 1  a  Stat  a  company 't'fhich  baAl 
already received a  loan of 16  million uoas  fr·om  the Ba:nk  in  '! 971.,  The 
World Bank and the Libyan Arab Foreign Banlc  also pa.rtidpa;ted in the :fiwxncing 
of the  ne'-v  proj  ec·t,  which is of grea·t  importe.nce  to the co1.mtr;y''« s  economic 
developrnen·~,  sinoe it will provide  2  200  skilled ,jo'bs  a.rul  increase the  firrn~s 
production oapaoi  ty in copper and oobaJ.t by a:round  25%  •. - 19- VIII/  409/75-E 
F.  Tou.ricm 
Chad  received a  grant  of 403  000 u.ao  for equipment  "'Go  be  used  in national parks 
and wildlife reserves  (provision of ITll:-tchincry  :for making and maintaininG tracks 
and for  carrying out  special  improvements to  re-tain the animals in the reserve 
even  in the dry seaoon;  provision of  sundry vehicles,  equipment  for  immobilizing 
and taking samples of the wildlife for  examination;  provision of metal  sheds; 
financing of the  coot  of using ·!;he  equipment  for  t1·10  years)..  The  aim is to 
provide  the State i·Iith the necessary means to protect,  conserve  and develop 
anil1lc1.l  species whose  m.1.rvival  is threatened by poaching and endemic diseaseo 
It is hoped,  as a  result,  not  only to maintain the clU'rent  flow of tourism 
but  to develop it in the futureo 
c.  ,Trade  pr,omotioar:, 
A grant  of  50  000 u.a.  ivas  earmarked for the trade promotion of  te:>.-:tile  articles 
and clothint; manu.factlU'ed  in the AASM,  especially in Ivory  Coast~  An 
international te:>..-tiles  and clothing week Has  organized in Abidjan lrith the 
participation of  150 European exper·cs ·and  many  persons concerned with the  trade 
in the Associated States.  This trade  event  permitted many  trade contacts to 
be  made  for  supply and  sub-contracting anc•.  H  was  ded.ded to repeat the  eXperiment 
in 1975  and to enlarge its scope  to  inclucle  a  number of African States.  Several 
trade promotion  schemes were  financed  under  general technical  cooperation  (see 
Chapter III belovl) 1  such  as  tec1mical  a.ssist<.:mce  for the preparation. of the Dakar 
International Fair - the  cos·~  of staff training· and  the  information service being 
covered by the EDF'  - and  the  se·c·ting-up  of an investorsw  forum  (276  000 u.a.. ). 
The  purpose  of this gnthering  ·~1as  to acquaint  European  industrial:l.st  s  with 
capital investment prjects included  :iJ.1  -the  rleve1opment  plans drmm up by the 
Seneg-d.lese  Government  and  those. of the  other .Associated States rThich are  members 
' 
of the West  African Economic  Co!llmunity  (CEAO)., - 20  - Vlii/409/75-E 
2.  l~conomic infra.otruchtre  __  "'",._....,..._or;  I.,..,'!' 
A.  J1oo.ds  and,  bridG,~ 
Projects in this sector involved Upper Volta,  I 11ad.agasca.r1  Senegal and 
Chad. 
In Upper Vnl ta a.  subsidy of 4  609  000  u.a_.  (partly out  of remaining 
funds  under the  second EDF)  was  :provided for improvements  to the 
stretch of road behmen Nia.."lguedi  and the  Togo  frontier (58  km)  of 
the Ouagadougou-Lome  roadlink.  This  section ia a  continuation of 
the Koupelar-Niangu.edi  S
01iretch~  the  worl<':  on  v;hich  was  studied in 
deta.il  h1 the Report  on the Administration of Financial and  Teclmica.l 
Cooperation in 1972  (page  26).  The  only point that need to be  mrule 
here is that the  work was  completed in March  19"{5  and that the entire 
Upper Volta part of the Ouagadougou-Lome road has ·been  improved  and 
asphalted wth EDF  financing alone. 
In Madagascar two  proj eots  concerned bridges  on the  east  coast.  A 
l' 
.subsidy of 6  161  000  u.a. Hill  enable  three big bridges to be builti 
tHo  on the Fara.fanga.nar-Manakara road  aml  one  on the  Antalahar-S<wlba.va. 
road.  The  first is a  road previously improved with first  EDF  money 
and  the  second  is  a  dirt road. On  both stretches,  because of the  steady 
increase of traffic as  a.  result  of the Gove:rr.menii's  road transport 
and  port  concentration policy,  :river crossings by ferry are  proving 
to be  a  serious bot-tleneck in economic  a.cti  vi  ty.  The  ·three 'bridges, 
293  m,  260  m a.nd  374  m long,  are to  remedy this f.lituation.  .'inother 
bridge,  on the Vohemar-Sambava roadlink  (improved under•  the first, 
second and third EDl"'s),  which  collapsed in September 1974  a.s  a 
result of unforeseen technical  ciroumsta.noes  9  with  a.  subsidy of 720  000  uoa.o 
In Senegal  two  majol:'  subsidies  involved the Ziguinchor bridge 
(6 554  000 u.a.)  and the  Tambacounda road  (6 049  000 u.a.).  T'ne  tJt."' 
projects concern two  of the outlying regions  of the countrJ which  are - 21  - VIII/409/75-E 
still isolated or ill-served  (Eaz·cel"ll  S(Omec;;al  i3J.1.d  Caa<l!llanoe)  and 
murrli  bo  oponilld.  'U.J.I  if ooonomio  d.G'II'O:l.opmorrb  is to go  ahead properlyo 
Since the  Zib~nohor bridge project has  several interesting features, 
it will  be  analysed here in more  de-tail. 
* 
*  * 
Zi~nchor  ~rid~~ 
The  climate  and rich soil of the  Casamance  have  earned it the  name  of 
the  "garden"  of Senegal.  But its situation remote  from  the rest of 
the  country,  from  which it is separated by Gambia  except  at the 
eastern end,  has kept it oomparati  vely isolated for vm.nt  of means  of 
communication  and has-so far prevented it from  fully developing.  Two 
big rivers,  at  present  crossed by ferries,  flow between southern 
Casamance  and Dakar:  the Gambia and the Casamance.  A  50  t  ferry-boat 
crosses the  Casamance  a-~  Zigu.inchor.  It was  put  into service in 
1960  and has  seen such heavy use that it vrill have  to be  replaced in 
1975.  It carries  some  60  000  vehicles  a  year,  with  seasonal traffic 
peaks  when  the main. crops  are harvested.  Apart  from the 450  km  direot 
roadlinlc,  Dakar  can be  reached from the  south of the Casamance  only 
by sea or by crossing the river estuary tri  th vessels drawing less tha.n 
3  m of water  (ii.  fourteen.;.hour  jou.r.ney)  or by the 850  lcm  of road round 
the eastern end of Gambia via Veling;a.ra and Tamba.co\lnda.. - 22- VIJJ./409/75-E 
So  one  objective of Senegal's transport  plarw  'liaB  to establish a 
reliable,  recuJ.ar and  rru.:f'f'ioiontly fast  \)Onn.ootion, 'botvtoon  Do.kar  and 
Zigllinchor,  a  town with a  population of 30  000  in the  south~·eD.St of 
the  Casamance,  for which it is the  administra.tive~  commercial  and 
industrial centre.  This will also promote  tourism,  for which the 
Casamance  could be  a  major attraction. 
Another benefit  from  the proj eat will be  olose:t•  linl-..s  between 
neighbouning African coun-tries,  namely no:M.hern  Senegal  and Guinea-Bissau 
and the  removal  of one  of the  two  ~emaining major obstacles on the 
Ilaka!"-Lagos  intel"-African coast  road..  vli th the independence of 
Guinea-Bissau7  'lihose  border  I'14.'1.S  very close to Ziguinchor,  this a.speot 
•rill  assume  more  and more  importance. 
* 
*  * 
The  improvements  to  the  Tambacounda road  involv-e  -the  most  urgent  •·mrk 
n·3eded to keep the traffic flowing all the year round  on  the 
'I'ambacounda-Kedougou link7  in a  region hard of  access  hemmed  in by 
Guinea and Mali.  The first stretch of the  Tambo.coundar·Dia1ak:o·to  track 
(  65  km),  Hhioh  crosses the most  agriculturally developed })a.rt  of the 
region and serves the Niokolo-Koba national park,  is to be  convei~ed into 
permanent  roadway  1  and  a  bridge  is being built,  a.t  km  123,  near the 
village of Mako,  Hhere  for  several months  in the year it is at present 
impossible  to  cross  the  Gambia..  As  a  result  the rich potential of the region, 
to  which the  Senegalese Government  intends to  encourage  :i.mmigra:tion 
from  overpopulated areas,  will be  opened up. 
In Chad,  a  grant of 630  000  u.ao  is additional financing to  improve 
the  road between Moundou  and Kou·tou.  airfield1  for which the first 
commitment  was  made  in 1972,  to make  this stretch fit for  integrcr-~ion 
into the trunk road  plamJ.ed to link up with the  Trans  cameroon  railw~ 
via Gidjiba.  The  confused situation of public works  contracts  due  to 
the general rise in prioes hit Chad particularly hard because  of .its 
geographical situation:  between December 1973  and Maroh 1974,  the 
cost  of one  tonne of cement  in N'Djamena went  up from  CFAF  27  000  to - 23- VITI/409/75-E 
CFAF  52  000 1  the price of 1)itu;nen increased by more  than  38%  and the 
prioo of rrao  oil by  21fo;  the costs of products delivered to the back-
country rose  even more  s-~e.aply.  This trend rebounded onto the cost of 
vrork to be  done  on -the  road in question. 
Under the  head of road transport,  there  are  also  a  number of project-
linked technical  cooperation projects,  such  as  i'lorks  management  and 
supervision and studies  on the Ouagadougou-Yako  1  Ya.ounde-Bafoussam 
and other roads.  In Zaire  a  comprehensive,  detailed study will be 
made  on asphalting the 130  k:m  road linking Goma,  in the North Kivu 
a.rea,  Hi  i;h  the Rwindi  camping ground,  the tourist  centre of the 
Virunga Na-tional  Park  (355  000  u.a.). 
Directly affectin,';; a  population of 409 000,  the Goma-Rwindi  road is 
part of an  extensive  road modernization programme  and,  since tt links 
BUJ.cavu  and Bunia,  will stimulate interregional trade and provide a 
pe~vnent, fast  road link vrith the Virunga National  Park,  the country's 
biggest  tourist  centre.  It will also  constitute  a.  start on  the link-· 
up  Ni th the Ugandan  road  and  rai_l  system and the port of Momba,sa  in 
Kenya  • 
.  B  .. ~ 
In the  Congo  a  loan  on  special  terms  from  EDF  resources  Nas  granted to 
the Agence  Transcongolaise des  Communications  for works  in the  port of 
Pointe Noire  (shed,  handling area and related facilities).  The  project 
lvill  expand the  port's freight-handling oapaoi  ty.  It will be .undertaken 
on  "G"  wharf  1  which  was  reoe:n.tly extended by means  of a  third ;liDF 
subsidy decided in 1972.  ~1e facilities will be managed  ~~d operated 
by the ATC  ( Agenc0  'I'.ransoone;olaise  rle  Communications)  and will helJ:) 
to boost  t<r'3.f:fic  through the port?  nm.;  almost  at  saturation point 
(see the 1973  Repo:d 1  pp 46-47). - 24- VIII I  409/7  5-E 
C.  J<ai 1;\:l:.a;a:. 
Two  railway projects were  financed. 
A loan on  special terms  of 1 million u.ao  was  granted to Gabon  as partial 
finance for the first phase  of a  neTrT  perm..'l.nen-t  ltlaY ~  the 'l'ra.nsgabon 
railway. 
Since  the  time when  the  Gabon  Government  decided to lay the railway and 
started to seek external assistance,  including EDF  aid,  for the purpose, 
crucial developments  have  occurred  (oil was  discovered in Gabon  SlUt  the 
oil crisis quadrupled prices on  the world market) 'l"lhich  have  e11abled 
Gabon  to  go  ahead with its entire programme,  r..a.me ly 67 4 km  o:f  rai  lwa.y 
linking Ov1endo 1  Booue  and  Franceville.  In this context  1  the  Community 
financing  (which at present constitutes  1%  of the total cost of the 
Owendo-Booue-Franceville  line) was  put  to individual projects and will be 
used  to build four big bridges,  including one  300  m long~ on  the 
Owendo-Booue  stretch;  the  Gabon  authori.Ues rlill take  on 'by  themselves 
all the  other civil engineering r1orks  for  the >'l'hole  line as far a.s 
Franceville  and will allocate foreign aid other than from  the  EDF  (from 
France,  Germany,  Italy,  Canada,  United States,  Zaire,  Algeria,  Morocco, 
African Development  Bank  and  Swiss  and  Japanese  supplier credits) to the 
purchase  of supplies.  The  line will thus be used not  only for the 
forestry operations in the  surrounding region,  but also for bringing out 
manganese  ore from Franceville  i  further it will be  the first stage of the 
railway up  to the  Mekambo-Belinga iron ore deposi·ts 1  whose  development· the 
Gabon  Government  is thus hoping to  speed upo  ~le total cost of the 
Owendo-Boou~-Franoeville line is estimated  (mid-1975)  at  CFAF  197  000  million 
of which  CFAF  120  000  million (spread over  seven yeara) 1  ioe&,  more  than 6o%, 
will be borne by the Oa.bon  budget. - 25  ,_  VIII I  409 /75-E 
In the  Ivory Coast,  tho  RAN  (Abid,ja.n~Nisf.lr  Rt:d1.\<ray)  reoeivod  oovora.l 
Community  financings:  a  special loan from EDF  funds  (5  041  000 u.a.), 
an ordinary EIB  loan  (14  040  000  u.a.), an interest rate subsidy 
(2  204  000  u.a.), which are helping to finance  the re-laying of  130  km 
of track between Dimbokro  and  Bouak:IS_  and  to acquire  locomotives.  When 
completed,  the project will afford the  RAN  320  km  of entirely renewed 
track between Abidjan and  Bou.a.ke,  the _second  largest town  in the Ivory 
Coast. 
It will be  remembered  that this raihw.y,  linking Ougadougou  with  Abidjan, 
has already received Corrurr.mity  aid on  several  occasions  (grant from first 
EDF  for  the  supply of rolling stock ancl  works  to reinforce the  track; 
special loan from  the  second  EDF  to modernize  the Agboville-Dimbokro  section; 
ordinary EIB  loan with interest rate subsidy from the resources  of. the third 
EDF  to  renew  and increase rolling stock). 
Although  the  projeot is localized in the  Ivory Coast,  when  completed it 
will benefit a  good  pa~t of the  eco~omif of Upper  Volta,  the  railway being 
one  of  the  chief means  of moving  out  the  coun·try' s  products. - 26- VIII/409/75-E 
3.  ,Socia)  9-evelopment 
A~  Jmj:,t'~~~~.r.,u_o·~t'!  ..  ~ 
Social development projects are being carriod out  j,n  Mali  a.nd  2.aire. 
In Mali,  a  grant  of 3  817  000  u.a. is being used to  expand  the  Bamako 
water treatment  plant,  provide a  water  supply system for  the  town  of  Mopti 
and  carry out additional work  on vmter  supply _for  the  totm  of  Nara~  In 
Bama.ko,  projects under  th(')  second and  third EDFs  are being consolidated andp 
in Nara 1  in the  Sahel,  the preaent projcot i'iill back up  the action fin.a.nced. 
under emergency aid. by the  second  and  third E,IiFs.  M'opti  ~  a  sizeable town, 
with  a  resident population of 30 000,  does  not yet possess  any water  supply 
system  •. 
Another  grant 7  of 1  800  000  u6a. f  vlill  go  to  provide  :l..:oi'rastructure  on a 
23  hectare  estate for young supervisory and  ruanag·ement~level personnel in 
Bamak:o-Ba.dalabougou.  Under this pro,jec't  430 dwellings 1-1i1l  llG  bu.il  t  and 
macie  available to Malian ntaff,  ma.inly yoru1g;,  on hi.re·-pu.rchase  terms adapted 
to their  means~ 
The  es-timated  cos·t  of the housing is around 5 689  000  u.e...?  of which 
1  800  000  u.a~  i o being provided by the  Coll1JllU1l.i ty as aid  -t;o  infrastructure  o 
The  resi; will be  financed by an estimated 504 000  u~a. in the  :form  of buyers' 
deposits  and  also by short- and  long-term loans. 
In Zaire,  a  special loan of 5 803  000  u.ao  will  go  to  impro\Qng the water 
mains in Kinshasa,  a  project which  affec-ts  1  600  000  people..  The  present 
system is now  inadequate  and  must  be  replaced  ox·  doubled up by new  piping; 
at the  same  time  a.\. new  reservoir is being built.  These  needs  are  the result 
of a  veritable population explosion in Kinshasa  (10%  increase  each year 
between  1959  and  1973)  and its steady 1.nd.ustr:l.alization throttgh  the  setting-
up  of new  factories,  moat  of which  consume  large  volumes  cof  water  .. 
To  these projects must  be  added various studies under projoct-linked 
technical cooperation,  such as  the .Brazzaville drainage  stu.dy  (80  000 u .. a.o) - 27  -·  .  VIII/409/75-E 
Eo  Public health 
- Ct+M+  ••  ?  ....... 
The  four hospital projects financed in 1974  all concern large  towns, 
includin~ two  capital cities. 
In Y.auri tania,  Nouakchott hospital is getting a  grant  of 4 933  000 u.a.  so 
that it can be  expanded  to take 450  beds and  the  school for nurses  extended. 
The  hospital 1vas  built with a  grant from  the first EDF;  originally it had 
135  beds, which  have  been  increa~ed to 212  by makeshift arrangements.  The 
very heavy population growth in Nouakchott  (90 000  inhabitants in 1973  as 
opposed  to the  20  000  expected when  the first project was  under  study in 1960) 
necessitates this extension, 1-1hich  will provide a  rational addition to the 
polyclinic for outpatients only,  financed by Community  aid in 1973.  With 
the  extension of the  school for nurses,  these facilities will  enable a  real 
"health  scheme"  to be  es·~ablished on  a  national  scale. 
In :r.'Jada(;ascar,  a  grant of 1  167  000  u.a.  made  on  the basis of the  Association 
Council's Resolution of 22  October  19721 will provide an initial stock of 
supplies for starting up  a  new  hospital  (financed under the  second  EDF). 
Ivory  Coast has received a  grant of 3 781  000  u.a.  to build and  equip the 
Regional Hospital  Centre  (CHR)  in Korhogo.  Tne  financing will cover  t~e 
buildings and  equipment  for various  specialized medical departments plus 
technical  and  administrative am1exes.  Capacity will be 420  beds, which  wi~l 
meet  present hospital needs in Korhogo  (pop.  250  000)  and  the northern 
region of Ivory Coast.  A later extension to 600  beds will be  feasi."\Jle., 
The  project, l'lhich will be  carried out in the northern region hitherto 
underfavoured as regards health facilities, ia regarded as a  priority 
investment by  the  Government.  Its total cost is estimated at 6  913  000  '\}.oao, 
1 "'I'he  Community  reaffirms its vTillingness to  come  to  the aid of those 
Associated States which  so request 1  either to  support  them  in their 
efforts to  meet  current upkeep  and  operating expenditure or to  make 
good  any lack of resources for covering major  or exceptional 
expenditure." - 28  - VI II  I  409/7  5-E 
to be financed by the  EDF'  oontri  'bu"tion  and  the  Ivory  Coa.st  bu.J.gat • 
A regional  establishment is also being financed in Zaire by a  grant of 
7  653  000 u.a., namely  Goma  hospital, with a  capacity of 300 beds,  to  meet 
the  medicai needs  of  Goma  (pop.  80  000)  and also to act as a  health support 
body for  the  North  Kivu  region  (popo  750  000).  The  project includes the 
conversion of an unfinished building into a  school for nurses. 
C.  Education and  trainin 1~ 
Eight  school-building and  school facilities projects were  financed,  all by 
means  of grants,  at_different levels,  and  the  scholarship programme  went 
ahead. 
1.  Three  of the  school  infrastruo·l;ure projects involve primary education in 
the rural areas of Upper  Volta 1  Cameroon  and  Senegal.  In Upper  Volta, 
2  161  000 u.a. will  go  to rural education in the Yatenga region and  the 
south-west;  in Senegal,  210 primary classrooms Hill be built in various 
districts for a  sum  of  1  500  000  u.a.;  in Cameroon,  3 079  000 u.a. will be 
used to build 250  primary classrooms in the  north.  The  three projects are 
based on  similar principles, which  for  Cameroon will be  analysed in detaila 
X 
X  X 
Primar;y  schools in Camero,SE. 
In 1962  a  financing agreement  between the  Cameroon  Government  and  the  Commissio 
stipubted that the  Commission would  finance  172  primary schools  comprising 764 
classrooms  (including equipment)  and 480  d1vellings  for teaching staff1p 
distributed through  12 departments  of eastern Cameroon1,  to assist the 
Cameroon  authorities in their policy of developing school attend.a.nceo 
-r- an 
Financing  of over 7 000  000  Uoa~, including the  extension of a  secondary 
school  in N9Gaoundere. - 29  - VIII/409/75-E 
According to  a  survey made  so~e  tim~ after the  oohools had  come  into servioe, 
tho aim  of the project - to increase the rate of school attendance - had 
been reached,  since all the classrooms were  in use,  with  30  to 60  pupils 
in each  clas~ and  some  were  used in two  shifts, with one  group of children 
1  attending in the morning and.  another in the afternoon  • 
Especially in the  north  and  east,  school attendance has intensified to the 
extent that  pupil numbers  (particularly of girls, who  had previously been 
behind the boys  in schooling)  have  J.ncreased at a  rate that far outstrips 
the  number  of places available.  Performance, i.e., the percentage of pupils 
passing the  examinations,  has apparently improved  tooo  Lastly,  the "comfort" 
aspect of the  EDF  projects seems  to be appreciated by  the pupils and their 
parents since, in the regions where  no  EDF  school had been built,  more  and 
more  requests have  been coming from  the local population to  the  Cameroon 
1unistry of National Education to be  among  the beneficiaries of future projects. 
This is why  the  Cameroon  Government  has again asked for  Community  aid to finance 
new  schools in order to bridge the gulf between the north and  south of the 
country;  whereas nearly everyone  g?es to  school in the  south,  only 30%  do  so 
in the north  .. 
Jl'!eam;hile 1  hm-;ever 9  flaws  have  come  to  light in the  technical design of the 
initial  1  prefabricated EDF'  schools.  Termites have  destroyed  the parts made 
from non-treated timber7  unsuita'ble materials had been used for the fa9ades 1 
which  have  been severly damaged  in tornadoes 7  gables without protective coating 
deteriorated rapidly,  and  door frames  and window  fittings, for  example.~  must  be 
made  of stronger materials. 
Teaching methods  have  changed 9  :f'tJ.rthermore,  and  this has led to a  different 
overall design of the  typo of school  requiredo 
~-
In Moutourova  (Diamare) r  for  e..\:ample,  the  'bro  classrooms built in 1967 were 
being used in 1969  by 219  pupils split into 4  olasseso - 30- VIII/409/75-E 
All  these pointe were  oonsj.d.oved.  in  ·~ha  new  EDF  projeot, whioh  the  Comminsion 
agreed.  to  f'inanoe  in July 1974•  The  purpose of the new  project is to build 
250  classrooms  and  30  dwellings for teaching staff in the northern province1
o 
The  classrooms are to replace  those  made  of provisional materials  (117),  or 
provide  more  space in overcrowded  schools  (42)  or be used to establish schools 
in villages where hitherto there had been none  (91)e  Rural development 
projects now  running in certain areas were  taken into account as  justifying 
a  special effort in educational infrastructure (for instance,  the rural 
development project in north-east  BGnou~). 
The  design of this project was  influenced by the  teaching reform decided in 
1967,  which is directing education towards "ruralization" and  requires: 
- that 80%  of the  primary school pupils  mus-t  be trained to enter the production 
cycle,  not  only by general theoretical instruction henceforth geared to 
active methods  of education (learning to learn,  getting to know  their 
environment2 ,  being ·tau.gh·t  hovr  to use their initiative and  absorb new  . 
techniques), but also  through basic practical training (manual  work)  attuned 
to  the regional  econonzy-;  the  remaining 2o%  of the pupils ;rill be directed 
towards  secondary education8 
- that the schools must  no  longer be  cut off from  their environmento  The 
teachers  should become  prime  movers  in the village  communities and try to 
involve  them with the  schools  (now  schools for oommunity  promotion)  and 
with the instruction giveno  As  far as possible the teachers will come  from 
teaohersv  training colleges in the  same  region and will  app~ the programmes 
and  methods  laid down  by  J~he Insti'tut de  Pedagogie  appliqu~e A voo,ation 
ruralep  in Yaound~~ 
1  ·--
Departments  concerned~  Adamaoua~  Benoue~ Dia.mare,  Logone  and Chari, 
Ma.rgui...VIandala,  :lf,a.yo-Da.nai .. 
2 
Knowledge  of the regional,  then national 1  African and i'I'Orld  envirorimenta 
is gained through standard su.bjects  (French?  ma.thematics,  art, sport, etc.) 
but on  integrated and  active  lines~ - 31  - VIII/409/75-E 
This approach,  wo~ked out by  th~ Cameroon  Ooverrunent  with the assistance of 
experts  from  UNESCO,  the  FAC,  Germany  and  Ca1mda  and in liaison with the 
EDF,  led to research into  the  technical aspect of the  type  of buildings to 
be  adopted and  this was  done  withottt the usual calling in of consul  tancy 
firms.  On  the basis of various educational :requirements  (size and  shape 
of rooms,  simplicity of construction, ,  ease of operation and  maintenance, . 
etc.)  and with  the approval of the  Cameroon  authoriUes,  a  preliminary 
project for  classrooms, with variations, was  drawn up  by the  EDF  technicians 
themselves and  submitted to the authorities, who  after discussing and 
modifying it, then worked  O\lt  the final project. 
T'ne  building will be  done  partly by  the public works  department, with 
technical assistance from  the  EDF,  and partly by contractors.  Local 
invitations to  tender v1ere  put  out  early in 1975• 
The  standardized buildings ;.;ill have  a  metal  framework  and  metal  doors, with 
roofing of alumini11m  produced in Cameroon.  The  spaces in the reinforced 
concrete  structure will be filled 7  depending on what  is available in the area, 
either with stones or with coated parp!'!ns  in order to harmonize with  the local 
environment.  There will be  no  windows  proper,  but openings  protec·~ed by 
metal  frames with mosquito  netting.  The  classroom t-rill  have its store-room 
with  shelves to keep books,  teaching equipment,  etco  Lastly,  the  classroom 
f'urni i;u.re  (desks, benches 7  etc.) will be  made  in Cameroon.  It is thus 
hoped  that  optiwwm  use has been made  of local resources and  the construction 
faults,  referred to above,  in  -~he first schools financed by the  EDF  have  been 
~liminated.  Besides the  school building,  there.will be  lavatories,  a 
playground,  some  greenery,  and where  poEsible,  a  waterpoint,  a  vegetable garden, 
a  chicken run,  and  so  on 1  all of which will be  tended by the  schoolchildren 
and staffo - 32  vrn/~09/75-E 
In the  field  of  oeconda.ry oduco.tion,  ·tho  Oua.c;'Ql.UO\:.(;;OU.  Colloe;o  of 'l'oohnoloC)y  io 
receiving 3.241  million u.a.  so  thnt it oan  move  to new,  modern  and  well-equipped 
buildings intended for betvmen  500  and  600  students a.nd  designed for the  specific 
training given by this college. 
Aa  far as vocational  training is concerned,  financing is being provided 
for three  projects.  In Ivory Coast,  Gominuni ty aid.  will help in the 
reorganization of the  CTR  (regional  technic<.>.l  centres) at Ferkessedougou a.nd 
Katiola with  an  amount  of 360  000  u.u..  (covering the  cost of an expert a.nd  of 
part of the  infrastructure and  equipment  for  'the  two  centres). 
lw inter-State project Hill be  carried out  in Togo  involving the  regional 
tro.ining centre for  road·maintenance  (CERFER),  which  will be  open to students 
from  the  five  countries backing the  project, namely Ivory Coast,  Dahomey, 
Upper  Volta,  Niger  and  Togo  (176  000  u.a.  each),  and also  to nationals of other 
French- or English-speaking African countries.  Other providers of funds,  such 
us  AID,  are also contributing to this centre.  The  Community  aid will be  used for 
the  construction of a  hall of residence  for the trainees  (numbering  160), 
for  the  supply of teaching materials and  for ·technical assistance. 
In Upper  Volta,  another inter-State  school will also receive  Community 
aid  (1.098  million u.a.): 
The  inter-State  school  for advanced water  eni£!leering and  rural infrastructure 
technicic..ns 
A centre for  the  training of technical assistants in the  rural engineering field 
\va.s  launched  in Saria7  Upper  Volta.,  Hi th  FAG  support  in 1965.  Origin~lly 
housed  in provisional and  cramped  premises,  this centre  was  moved  to new 
premises,  also  of a  provisional nature,  in Karnboinse  (12  km  from  Ouag~dougou) 
for  the  start of the  1974  academic  year.  The  EDF  aid is to be  used to build 
and  equip permanent  premises for this centre in Ka.mboinse.  In 1968  the  centre 
became  an  inter-State  school  with  students from  Cameroon,  Ivory Coast,  Congo, 
Dahomey,  Gabon,  Upper  Volta,  Mali,  Mauri ta.nia,  Niger,  Central African Hep~blio, 
i 
Chad,  Togo,  Rwsnda  and  Burundi  1  depending on  ·the  year. - 33- lf.rii/409/75-E 
Follovli11g  oomple"bion  of 'tholr  socondary education these  students are  tr(l,ined. 
in 22  month 11  (including two  montho  on-the-job training)  to act as direct 
assistants to rural engineers.  For this purpose,  they receive  an 
essentially practical training1  which  is intended to equip them for the field 
and  is geared to  the tilsks they will be  called on  to  carry out.  These  tasks 
consist in studying,  planning,  carrying out  und  supervising all the  small-scale 
1-1a t er engineering and rural infrastructure  improvemen·ts  carried out  at local, 
regional  or national level.  At  Kamboinse,  there will be  between 40 and  50 
students in each year and  the  school will have  a  first  and  a  second year 
running  simultaneously (at Saria,  there  were  only 25  students and the training 
lasted 15  months).  These  figures take  account  of the  numbers  of trained 
personnel  required by the  various  .States which  send students to the  centre. 
These  reqttirements  are  currently increasing greatly. 
The  new  site chosen for the  school was  decided  on  because  of the possibilities 
it offers for carrying out  on  the  spot all practical operations; particularly the 
applied water engineering and  rural infrastructure work.  At  Saria,  there was 
no  opportunity for applied Wilter  engineering work.  The  necessary school 
buildings  (classrooms,  workshops  and hall ef residence)  and administrative 
buildings v1ill  be  constructed on  this site.  The  fact that Ouago.dougou  is 
nearby means  easy access  for the  teaching staff1  a  considerable  proportion of 
whom  will  continue  to  consist of eAvatriates until such  time  as  there  are 
sufficient African  teachers. 
All  the technicians  trained up  to not'l  (146,  of whom  126  obtained the  leaving 
diploma)  have  found  work  without  difficulty in rural  engineering or public works 
departments  or in agricultural  development  companies. 
It is to be  hoped  that  the utilization  C•f  the  permanent  premises,  which  are 
Hell  cuited to the  functions  for Hhich  they are  intended and are  situated in un  area 
offering nwnerous  practical advantages,  v1ill  make. it possible to maintain,  or 
even  strengthen,  the  exceJ.lent  reputation 1-lhich  the Saria school  has  acquired 
in Africu.  since its establishment. 
Lastly,  in the  field  of higher  education~ a  substantial amount  of funds  has 
gone  to  the University of Mogudishu  in Somalia. 
1The  practicc,l Nork  :i.n  ·the  lu.boratories  t  t·wrkshops  and  in the field takes up 
more  than  75~'"  of the  total nurober  of hours tuition. - 34- VIII/409/75-E 
For  a  number  of  yc~rs  ~fter independence,  Somalia's future  management  personnel 
could  only be  trainod abroad  owing  to  the  lack of a  university in Somali~-
thic is leaving aside  the University Institute of Mogadishu,  set up  in 1956, 
which  offers  the  first  two  years of courses in lavl  and  economics  1  and  a  National 
Teacher Training Centre  set up  in Afgoi  in 1958  to train secondury school  teachers. 
The  disudvantages  of  such  a  si  tua.tion ure  well-knovm and have  already caused 
numerous  African countries to try to  set up  their O\m  university education 
system.  These  disadvantages  include  the  following:  scholarships not 
tailored,  either qualitatively or quantitatively,  to the  specific requirements 
of the  country;  curricula and  te<J.Ching  methode  in foreign universities 
Hhich  are  not  pertinent to the  economic  and social conditions of the  student's 
country of  origin and  ill-suited to  the basic training received by the 
student,  difficulties of a.  linguistic l'l;a'ture,  the  problem of reintegration 
into  the  home  environment after a  prolonged stay abroad,  etc. 
A recent  survey carried out  among  the  490  Somali  graduates in public  service 
revealed that  they had been  trained in.22 different  countrieG  (Italy, 
United States  1  United Kingdom,  USSR,  Egypt  1  Germany 1  etc.) - this disparity 
in the  training received poseG  serious  problems  in itself- and  that  only 
4o%  of them  had  carried out  theirstudies in  the  tNo  working  languages 
(English and Italian) which  :Somalia has ~n addition to its own  language, 
Somali,  which  has  started to oe  used as a  written idiom since 1972. 
Furthermore,  the  dropout  rate is very high:  less than  one  third of  th~_ 
expatriate  students  \vere  able  to  complete  their studies within the normal 
time  and  a  number  had to abandon their studies before  completion,  with ;all the 
consequences  that this type  of failure  involves in human  and financial  terms. 
It was  for this reason  tha·t  the  principle  of establl.shing a  university ;was 
adopted by the Somali  Government  in 1969  as part of its plan to  regain control 
of the  whole  education  system.  Various faculties  (agronomics,  science.s, 
zoo-techny,  medicine),  which  v1ere  set up  a11d  launched very quickly,  have  begun 
r/Ork  in provisional  premises  scattered throughout  the  capital,  and  the 
University Institute has been  restruc·cured  so  as to provide  a  comprehen~;d  ve 
'  education.  In spite of aid from Italy,  sufficient equipment  is not yet 
available.  In 1973  the  teaching staff numbered  115,  of whom  57  were - 35- VIII/409/75-E 
Som~li nationals
1
• 
In 1973-74,  more  than  2  000  students were  pursuing their university studies 
in Somalio.  and  190  had  already graduated. 
The  Somuli  Government  must  now  move  on  t~ the  next  st<J.go,  that of organizing 
the university on  a  systematic basis,  ·tailoring the  courses  and  curricula. 
to the  real  requirements of the  various  sectors of the  economy  - this means 
in particular giving a  place,  alongside  the theoretical  courses,  to practical 
training,  since  once  the  students  complete  their studies they will  soon have  to 
tu.ke  on  positions of responsibility- nnd.  e;iving the university a.  role as a 
centre  of applied  research  1  as a  catalyst for intellectual initiative and 
possibly as  a  place  where  people  with  foreign degrees  can be  retrained to fit 
in with  local requirements. 
In  order to  do  this,  the University must  have  practical and effective  means 
available  to it, nnd  more  pn.rticularly functional  premises  and  sufficient 
equipment.  It is for thio  reason that  the Somali  Government  has  asked 
for  Community  aid2•  Part of the  aid will be  used for the  construction -of 
buildings  to  form  a  1mi versity campus  on  a  site provided free  of  charge by 
Italy <;.t  Holmessale  on  the  outskirts of Mogadishu,  1-Jhile  the  rest will be  used 
to  finance  the  supply of the necessary equipment  (teaching equipment  and 
furniture). 
In agreement  with  the Som<J.li  authorities  and  in the  light  of estimated short-
and .medium-term  requirements  for  management  persmmel  (in both  the  public and 
the  private  sectors),  the  campuo  has  been  designed to accommodate  2  000 
students  (including approximately 800  residents)  divided up  into  12  departments: 
humanities  (historyv  geography,  philosophy),  languages,  mathematics  and 
computer  science,  chemistry and  physics,  economics,  geology and 
environmental  studies 7  law,  behavioural  sciences  (pedagogics,  sociology and 
education),  agronomics,  medicine,  zoological  sciences and industrial technology. 
Some  300  to  325  studen-ts will pass  out  each year after completing a  fou~year 
course.  The  length of the  courses has  been fixed  by  the Somali authoriries, 
whose  aim it is to provide  the  country as  quickly as possible  Nith  the necessary 
1In April  1973,  Somalia  signed a  technical  cooperation agreement  \-lith  Italy 
reL~tin;:; to  ani  vGrsi ty m!.l.tters  under  Hhich  it is hoping for technical assistance 
in the  form  of te;;,chers  for  the  future  u.ni versi  ty. 
2commitmcnt  of  10.7  million u.a.  in July 1974. - 36- VIII/409/75-E 
tt'u.inad  poroonnol,  p(J.l"'tioulm•ly  dootol."o 1•  Tho  'tro.ining will bo  spcoi:f'ioally 
suited to  local  requirements and based on  practical v1ork.  Post  graduate 
courses,  providing a  more  theoretical or more  specialized training,  will be 
organized on  the  spot if possible;  should this prove  impossible,  the 
students will be  sent  abroad for  a  limited period. 
The  studies for the  construction of the buildings have  been carried out  (with 
EDF  financing)  by o.  local  consul  tancy firm and  the  work  will be  done  by the  public 
works  department with  only tHo  expatriates providing technical as::;istance. 
In this way  it is hoped to  make  a  saving of between  4o%  and  45%  compared  with 
the  amount  the  same  work  would  have  cost if carried out by a  private  firm. 
Furthermore,  the public.works authorities concerned have  already carried out 
a  number  of major projec-ts:  ministries 1  a  hotel,  a  school,  eto.  It is 
estimated that the  work  could be  completed in 1978. 
At  the  present  time,  the Government  is trying to  cut  do\m  the number  of 
scholarship holders  studying abroad and has for  example  agreed with  the  Commission 
that  the  scholarships  financed by Community  aid should be  granted for  studies 
in Somalia.  Accordingly,  the  192  new  schol-arship holders benefiting :from. 
this aid in 1973  are  spendine the whole  period of their studies in Somalia 
itself.  It should be  pointed out that the  arillual  cost of on-the-spot, 
training  (1  200  u.a.  per  ~Inurn per peroon) is much  lower than that of .~raining 
in Europe  (between  3  000  and  3  500  u.a.  per aru1um  per person depending on  the 
country). 
1
1-ii thin the next  12  years,  800  new  doGtors will be  needed to fulfil the 
authorities'  programme  for free  medioa1  treatment for the  whole  population. - 37- VJ.II/409/75-E 
2.  No  ne\·T  cornmitmonJ~<G  -.;oro  m.._de  in 1974  for tho  e;rantine; of scholarships, 
the  procro.m:nc  being continued on  the bo.sis  of the  1972  appropriation for 
the  yeBrs  1972-75  (29.937  million u.a.)1. 
In 197lj/75
1  3 140  scholo.rships were  granted to  AASM  nationals,  an increase 
of 14%  over  1973/74  (2  749  scholarships,  which  was  already an  increase of 
14.5%  over 1972/73). 
The  proportion of scholarships grunted for  studies in Africa has  grown 
continuously and  acco~•ted in 1974/75  for  67%  of all scholarships granted, 
thus  confirming the  trend towards  tho  reduction of the  number  of  scholarships 
awurded  for Europe  tvhich  emerged at the  end  of the  sixties. 
It should be  noted that  1  696  of the  2  118  schola.rship holders in Africu 
are  studying in their country of origin2  and  the  remaining 422  in other 
countries,  as  indicated in the breakdotvn  given in the  following table 
(see  Annex  2  A) : 
.fj" 
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Count:~;;y 
~  0 
0  >:.  i>  rl 
of 
0  >,.p  Cl)  gb  H  I;  Ul  8  s::  H  rd  ~ 
study  I 
m  o  m  0  0  H  ·ri  <D  'ill  a 
0 
~>  0  ~  ,.a  (\)  rl  t:ul  ~  t:ul  .-f 
'  m  JAIQ  (1j  m  p.  m  ·.-f  '<I>  0  ~  Q  A  0  p.  ~  :z;  en  8 
::> 
N~~ber of foreign 
!  t  I  '  scholarship 
holders  98  84  10  27  9  105  2  48  7  20  12 
Number  of countries  ~ 
from  which  they  12  10  1  9  2  4  !  8·  I  3  1  originJ.te  ,  1 I 
TOTAL 
'  422 
The  distribution of scholarship holders among  the various areas  of training 
for which  the  Community  provides  scholarships  (technical  s-tudies 1  agricul-ture, 
economics)  shot·ls  how  much  importunce  is attached to  the  technical and 
agricu:1turLil  sectors, 
-
1  See  Ch0.ptcr  JII for  tho  important  change  made  in 1974  in the  management  of the 
cchob.r:-;hi.p;:;  (Wogrammc. 
2In  1975/7!1'~  1  757  scholarship holders  \'lerEJ  studying in Africa,  of whom  1 349 
in their cour:.try  of origin. - 38- VI II/  409/7 5-E 
It should be  noted  th~t  ~ho 0mphasia  placed on  those  oectors  corresponds 
to the priori  ties adopted by the  Associo.ted StateG.  Thus  tr.:dning is linked 
more  and  more  t.o  the  sectors Hhich  are in full  grOivth  or vlhich  are. shortly 
to be  developed. 
The  breakdoim by type  of training for 1973/14 is set out  in the  table beloN 
(the  corresponding figures  for  197~/75 are not yet available): 
. 
Type  of training  Number  of  % 
scholarships 
gru.nted 
Technical  studies  919  33-4 
!,gri culture  856  31.2 
Economics  635  23.1 
Medical  305  11 • 1 
I 
Other  34  1.  2 
Details of these  scholarships are given in Annex  2  E. 
(b)  Loc,:l  pa.r_!::.i,ime  cour:::;cs 
In 1973/74,  70  ~;rants ivere  mv.de  to rural  craftsmen in Upper Volta for a 
six-month  group training course  at the National  Advanced  Training Centre 
for rural craftsmen v.t  Ouagadougou. 
(c)  ~holarc]1ips foE_ ,correspondence  _cours_?.~ 
In 1973/74  there  ivere  569  recipients of  scholarships for training by 
correspondence. 
EreolcdoNn  of scholarships for  correspondence  courses by type  of training: 
Type  of tro.ining  Number  of  % 
scholarships 
- --a-
Economics  231  40.6 
flc;riculture  ;::23  39.2  ! 
Technj_cal  115  20.2 
~  "  .,tL.ld.l88 
Details  of these  scholarships are  given in Annex  2  (Table  C). - 39- VIII/  409/75-E 
:n 1974  the  Co~~ission organized a  second further truining seminar in Brussels 
~~: tee  ~~.~gers of the  African States'  stands at international trade  cven~s, 
;;.nd  ;:nadc  ;:..rr;mgements for  certo.in  specific training schemes  such as the 
o:::.-+..:'le-spot  training of Ivory Coast  public 'l'lorks  engineers in connection 
~ith the  asphalting of the Sun  Pedr~Issia road,  or the training for 
o•mers of small businesses in Zaire. 
* 
*  * 
-Various technical cooperation  schemes  deserve  mention. 
( 1:)  1'>mong  the  most  important  projects concerning the  AAS!v!  Nhich do  r..~ot  :ifiit  mit~ 
any specific category,  mention  should be  made  of a  trad~ pr011:Joti:o'Vl  :s·c:!lu.1!Jilll'll! 
to  increase sales of tropical fruit  and out-of-season vegetabl·e:s 
originating in the  1\.ASM  (50  000 u.a,)  a.nd  a  research e.:nd  study pr:o&TiZ.I.!Illme 
oo-.acerning the  CEAO  count:ries  1  (32  000 u.a.)  »  following  CD.  f::rtlm  W!l. 
earlier scheme. 
'!fie  Gorr,mission  continued  to  provide  the Seoretariut-G<:)ne:ral  ~f ithre 
Hcst  African Economic  Cornnm.ni'ty  ( CEAO)  •d th tooh11ical  assist.::w"lt:.e  in 
org;:,.r.izing tho Secretariat-General,  drawing up  the  customs  t<;:.;riff  :o.n.d 
t:U.<{t:);ns  regT..tlationo  resulting from  ·~hra  o.pplication of the  Tre.4ty  n.n'd 
the ?rotocolc  cmnexed  thereto,  oeeking sui  table imiustrial pro;.du,ct.·s 
ar<d.  fo;::~;arirtr; inter-State trade.  The  outline of  a  stutiy ·on  t:rade  a..n.d. 
moc,e(;c.r-s  :teJ.a:tiono botvwan  the  CEAO  States and  neighbouri1::~.g E:ngli.sh-
spea.king States Has  a.loo  prepared. 
~t  cc.rd'crence  on  sea and air transport  \vas  held in lb:·,J1:JU:rg  bet-wEren 
~~r·,,"'  ;•~:':dc.ral  Ropublic  of  Cerm~1.ny and  the  Associ;cd.ed  :,  C;.-ic~'"~  St[,·l;<es.~, 
~·b.r.l.;;;.gD.:::c:;c·t  r;.nd  Mr:.tn·Hiu>;.  I't  aimed to identify d.ifficmjt.3J.c:.:o.  :i.n  it~!'€' 
;c;;::,  ,,,,d  ;;.ir  1  i.r~~n  br..tvu~en  Cex•tfit.~.ny  and.  Africa,  st~<dy  '··"~\y·s;,  c:,f.'  .-.·~r~>J:t't-:om:1.nr,: 
·  ;k~.;:~  /.J.r·i.r;?.fi  Eoonomic  Cornwuni'ty - 40  - VIII/  409/75-E 
thorn  und,  lastly~ establish the  widt.lo't  poosiblo  cooperation bohraen 
African  shippers  and  German  carriers  (50  000 u.a.). 
Furthermore  1  seminars  were  held in 197 4 for nationals of both the  lu\SI11 and 
the  OCT:  twelve  such  seminars were  organized in Europe,  including seven for 
holders of  Community  scholarships.  Three  other  seminars were  reserved 
for trainees not holding Community  scholarships.  Lastly,  there were  two 
seminars  for nationals of  English·~speaking countries. 
In addition,  three  seminars were  held in Brussels for trainees from  the 
Centre  de  Perfectionnement  pour  lo- Developpement  et la Cooperation Economique 
ot Teclmiquo  in Paris and  the  'I'raining Centre for Statisticians in  ~·funich. 
These  semin.:;.rs  involved a  total of 437  participants,  including 102 nationals 
of English-speaking countries.  The  aim  of the  seminaro  'l-Ias  to make  AASM 
and  OCT  nationals  studying in Europe  more  aware  of the  problems  of 
Euro-African  cooperation and,  as  regards the EDF  scholarship holders, 
to permit  the  Commission  to assess how  their training was  progressing by 
meanr:  of discussions  cmd  exchanges  of information. 
(2)  As  re.;ards  project-linked teclmical  COOJ:•era.tion 1  certain schemes  have 
already been mentioned in Chapters  I  and II.  Among  other schemes,  the  moat 
important  included teclm:i.cal  assistance  to the  Ministry for the  Pl~ in 
Upper  Volta,  Nig0r and  Ma.uri tania.,  a  study on  th0  development  of fisheries 
in Somalia  (150  000 u.a.),  etc. 
This  type  of scheme  was  a  common  feature  of operations in 1974. 
(3)  General  technical  cooperation  schemes  were  less numerous  than the  f~regoing, 
but particular mention  may  be  made  of the  sending of an instructor to Togo 
(62  000  u.a.) or the  study of ways  of simplifying the  laws  governin~ direct 
and  indirect taxation in Mali  (4 000 u.a.). 
'I 
The  Toeo  scheme  is mentioned  since it is fairly unusual  for the  Community 
to  finance  a  scheme  of this type 1  doing  so  only in exceptional cases. 
1 
h'o st African Economi o  Community. - 41  - VIII/409/75-E 
5.  For the  rc_corcl:  Foorl  aiel  _tq  t})c  M;llli 
A.  In addition to the  aid provided  for under  the  second Yaounde  Convention, 
thirteen Associated  States received  Co~~nity food aid in 1974  in the  form  of 
normal  aid  or under  the  emergency aid programme.  The  quantitites granted to 
the  AASM  were  140  000  t  of cereals,  11  500  t  of  skimmed-milk  powder  and 
4  700  t  of butteroil.  Compared  with the total quantities made  available by 
the  Co~~nity to all developing  coun~ries in 1974,  the proportions  granted  to 
the  Associated  States were  27%  for cereals,  21%  for milk powder  and  10%  for 
butteroil.  The  estimated cost  of  these  measures  was  51  million u.a.  (at 
world prices). 
The  following  AASM  received food aid: 
Cereale  I "ill<  .  I  :Butte roil  ~-
(t)  (·c)  ( t)  ( t)  u.a  .. 
~.,  Io  Normal  ai_£__  l  Dahomey  I 
4  000  850 400 
Central Afri§an  2  000  410  000 
Mauritius  ;  ep.  10 000 
~  10 000  1 .602  900 
Cameroon  1 -500 
I 
1 .500  307 ,400 
Hadagascar  4  000  4  000  820 000 
Somalia  5  000  5  000  1  390.000 
Togo  3  500  3  500  699-000 
IIo Emere;enc;v  aid  ! 
Upp.er  Volta.  15.000  2  600  1  800  19 400  8  245-000 
Mali  26.000  2.  900  300  29  200  9  560  500 
Jilaurita.ni&  14,,000  2  000  1 .ooo  17' 000  6--.550  300 
Niger  30  .. QOQ  3·200  1' 450  34·.650  14 135 .. sao 
s~nega.l  15; 000  15 .000  2,595  ooo· 
Chad  1 o  .. ooo  800  150  "10,950  3·895 000 
~  140 000  11o500  4:700  '!56  200  51  ,061 ,..; 00 - 42- VIII/409/75-E 
(1)  Norm'J.l  food  ai.£  --
Seven  Associated  States received a  total allocation of  30  000  t  of cereals as 
normal  food  aid,  vrhich  means  that  the  products  can be  sold  on  the domestic 
market  of  the  countries in question and  the  proceeds used for  carrying out 
development  projects  (in the last five years  the proceeds  thus realized in the 
AASM  have  amounted  to  3  400  000  u.a.) • 
T'nese  projects are identified by  the  government,  which  classifies  them  in 
accordance with its priorities and  submits  them for approval by  the  Commission. 
They  are generally geared  more  particularly to  the  development  of production, 
especially aericultural production (f.or  example,  storage  sheds in Niger and 
Upper  Volta,  wells in Togo,  etc.). 
(2)  Emergency  aid 
At  the  end  of  December  1973,  the  Community  adopted a  special prograrnnie  of food 
aid for  the  Sahel  countries in order to  meet  the  needs  of the  peop.le hit by  the 
drought.  The  Community  covered the ·cost ·or  transportation as far as  the 
distribution points 1  and  more  than 85%  of.the products was  delivered to the 
affected areas by the beginning of the  rainy season (see below,  Chapter III, 
point 6). 
Furthermore 1  a  special  appropri<~otion of 5 million u.a. was  earmarked· for 
financing exceptional  transport costs.  The  availability of these  f~nds meant 
that  the  Community  was  able  to deal with certain difficult situations by using 
aircraft or  lorries instead of  the  traditional means  of transport  (sea, rail). 
B.  For  1975  the  Community  has  already adopted an emergency  programme  for the 
Sahel  countries1 in order  'to  continue its help to those countries.  ~The 
programme  involves  51  000  t  of cereals,  11  900  t  of milk powder  and  3  050'  t  of 
butteroil. 
1
Including 350  t  of milk  and  500  t  of butteroil for  Somalia. - 43- VIII/  409/7  5-E 
6. 
The  Cheysson Fund  was  financed separately  from  the aid provided for  under 
the  second Yaounde  Convention  and  has  benefited  several  AASM.  The  first 
instalment  1  granted  in 1974  and  totalling ~ 120  million  1,  went  to  the 
following States  (as well  as  to  some  non-associated countries): 
State  Allocation t•ooo 
Dahomey  1  000 
Upper  Volta  2  000 
Madagascar  5 000 
Mali  5 000 
Niger  5  000 
Rwanda  000 
Chad  2  000 
Senegal  000 
Somalia  1  000 
1
Equivalent  to  approximately  99  million u.a. 
Use 
food  (milk,  flour), 
capital  goods 
medical  supplies, 
fertilizers 
road  equipment, 
port  equipment 
sugar,  fertilizers 
condensed milk 
blankets,  food 
(condensed milk,  flour, 
sugar,  salt),  ,jute·· 
sacks 
malt  and  milk powder 
(transported by  air), 
trucks;  mining 
equipment 
fertilizers  1 
insecticides 
hospital  equipment 
maize  (10  000 t) - 44  - VIII/  409/7 5-E 
1.  Methods  of finanoing1 
A.  Non-repayable  aid  from  the EDF's  resources 
The  breakdown of this aid is as  follows: 
Amounts  :if  of total 
(in million u.a.)  aid in  12H 
Grants  105.826  63 
Interest rate subsidies  2. 752  1 
Total  108.578  64 
(a)  Grants 
Generally  speaking,  these were  allocated to  the poorest  countries  or - in the 
case of other countries - to social projects  (depending on  the nature of the 
project).  Virtually all projects connected with health,  education and  food 
crops  were  financed by  grants,  as were  technical  cooperation schemes. 
Industrial projects,  projects  involving industrial-scale crops  and  economic 
infrastructure projects  in tl1e  poorest  countries were  also allocated grants. 
(b)  Interest rate subsidies 
Of  the three loans  granted by  the EIB  to the  AASM  from  its own  resources  (see 
below),  two  were  accompanied  by  interest rate subsidies  in the form  of 
non-repayable aid financed  from  EDF  resources.  The  updated  amounts  of these 
subsidies totalled  2 752  000  u.a.  and  made  it possible to reduce  th:e  interest rate 
for the  COTIVO  and  RAN  projects to  61J%  and  6-i"%  respectively.  Without  the 
subsidies,  the  :ca. tea would  have  been  8-a%  and  ~%. 
1The  main  projects are analysed in Chapter II of this Report. - 45- VIII/  409/75-E 
At  31  Dooambor  1974  rtofi..ropn,ytl.bla  ti.:!.d.  O~ll'~:l:thd. in I'~cpoot  o:f'  the  AASl~ 
under  the  second Yaounde  Convention totalled 648  million u.a.  for grants 
and  6.5  million u.a.  for  interest rate s;u,bsidies,  giving an overall total 
of 654·5  million u.a. 
B.  li£p~yable aid  from  EDF  resources 
(1)  No  contribution was  made  ·to  the  forrn?-tion  of risk capital  in  1974. 
(2)  In  contrast,  six loans  on  special  terms  were  the subject  of Commission 
financing decisions  in  1974  (see  Annex  3}.  Of  these,  two  are concerned 
with industrial-scale crops  and  three with transport  and urban water 
supplies.  'rhese special loans represent  a  total. of 24.564  million u.a., 
that is  15%  of total aid in 1974• 
The  financing- contracts for  two  of these special loans  (Transgabon raih;a.y 
and  BUD-Senegal),  had  not  been signed at 31  December  1974. 
The  recipients of these  loans  ~e either the operating bodies  (RJU~ in 
Ivory  Coast,  ATC  in Congo)  or the States .concerned  (Ivory  Coast,  Gabon, 
Senegal  and  Zaire). 
As  can be  seen  from  Annex  3,  the  grant  element  in these  loans is generally 
large. 
(3)  Use  of reinvestment  funds 
Although  no  operation was  carried out  undQr  this head,  it has  been agreed 
that the use of reinvestment  funds  derivod from  "tv;o-tier" loans would be 
authorized under  a  simplified procedure and  preferably throug-h  the local 
development  bank. -~- VIII/409/75-E 
At  31  D~comb~~ 1974  loano  on  Gpeoial  terms  gl'antod  in tho  AASM  under  the 
secodd  Yaounde  Convention totalled 59.280 million u.a.  in respect of 
twelve  loans. 
C.  Ordinary loans  from  the  resources  of the European  Investment  Bank 
In  1974,  the EIB  gran·ted  three loans  from  its own  resources  for projects 
in the  AASM  totalling 36.04 million u.a. 
In Ivory  Coast,  two  loans were  granted,  one  for  the textile industry 
(COTIVO:  5·4 million u.a.)  and  the other for infrastructure  (RAN: 
14.04 million u.a.).  These  loans were  accompanied  by  interest rate 
subsidies  from  the EDF's  resources  (see page 44). 
A loan to aid the mining industry in Zaire was  ~anted to  GECM~INES 
(16.6 million u.a.);  this will make  possible the  extension of the mining 
and  industrial installations provided for in the Second  Five-Year  Plan. 
At  31  December  1974  ordinary loans  granted to the AASM  uncer the  second 
Yaounde  Convention totalled 82.3 million u.a.,  of which more  than 60% 
was  intended for  industrial projects. 
At  that date,. actual disbursements represented approximately  43%  of,the 
total amount  of the loans  granted. - 47  ..,  VIII/  409/75-E 
2.  ConcertinG of action for  the  preparation or  the  execution of aid 
A.  Concerting of action with  the Associated States 
The  concerting of action between the EEC  and the Associated States continued 
on  the  same  basis as  previously,  through meetings held in Europe with 
delegations  from  the Associated. States  (generally with the Ambassador  of 
the  State concerned attending) and through missions  sent to those States by 
the Commission  and  the EIB. 
A n~~ber of these meetings,  however,  were  on  a  broader basis,  with other 
Associated States and/or other providers of funds  participating in the 
proceedings  (see  below). 
B.  Coordination between the  EDF  and  the EIB 
Coordination between the Commission  and  the European  Investment  Bank 
continued in 1974.  Meetings  were  held at regular intervals in Luxembourg 
or  Brussels at which  the EIB  and  EDF  departments  discussed the most 
appropriate method  of financing_to be used for the projects submitted under 
the  second Yaounde  Convention in the light of the  economic  sit~tion and 
borl~owing  capacity of the State concerned  C\l'ld  the financial  profitability 
and  economic  importance of the projects.  In addition1  the  EIB  and the 
Commission  kept  eaoh other  informed of  pro~ress in the appraisal of the 
projects  for  which  they were  responsible  and  of the preliminary contacts 
with the potential recipients. 
C.  Coordination Hith other  sources of aid 
Coordination between Community  aid and  the other bilateral and multilateral 
aid organizations  continued on a  very regular basis in 1974. 48- VIII/  409/75-E 
The  aim  \'ra.s  to further  improve  the  effectiveness of the aid to the 
Associated States by  preparing practical solutions before the discussions 
with the authorities of those States. 
( 1)  Rep;ular  coordination \'lith the other sources of aid 
(a)  with the bilateral aid organizations 
The  exchanges  of information between the  Community's  departments  and  the 
bilateral aid organizations continued on a  regular basis in 1974. 
In addition,  briefing and  coordination sessions were  held with the Belgian, 
Italian,  UK,  Canadian and  US  aid organizations.  These meetings were, 
however,  less  frequen·~ than in previous years  owing to the negotiations 
for the renewal  and  enlargement  of the Conventi·on of Association. 
(b)  with the multilateral aid organizations 
In addition to the regular  exchanges  of information,  a  number  of coordination 
sessions \'rere. held,  in particular \-d th the African Development  Bank  (ADB), 
the  International  Baruc  for Reconstruction and  Development  (IBRD),  UNESCO  and 
FAO. 
( 2).  Snecific, meetings 
(a)  In order  to  programme  as  effectively as possible the grant  of 
35  million u.a.  in emergency  aid made  available at the  end  of  1973  to· 
the  Sahel  countries and Ethiopia by  a  decision of the  Council  of 1hnistera 
of the European Communities  acting on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission  (the 
grant  being financed  from  the  1974  Commission  budget),  the  Commission  took 
the initiative of bringing together in Brussels in February 1974  the main - 49- VIII/  409/75-E 
sources  of aid to  the  Sahel,  these beincr the Belgian,  German,  French 
a.nd  U1C  bilato:rul  o.id  organizations as  v1ell  as  the  ADB,  the  IBRD,  Canada, 
the United  Nations  and  AID. 
This  meeting,  presided  over by  the  Permanent  Inter-State Committee  on 
Drought  Control  in the  Sahel  and  attended  by  the Ambassadors  of the 
Sahel  StQtes  concerned1  made  it possible to coordinate the activities of 
the various donors  and  thereby  ensure the maximum  degree of effectiveness 
for  the  emergency  aid to the Sahel  States. 
(b)  Follo1·1ing  up  an  initial exchange  of views  held in December  1972  on 
the  schemes  for  the development  of stockfarming in \-Jest  Africa,  the  Commission 
organized  on  13  and  14  June  1974  a  briefing and  coordination session on 
the  schemes  for  the development  of stockfarming in the Sahel  countries. 
In addition to representatives of the  Permanent  Inter-State Committee  on 
Drought  Control  in the  Sahel  and  of the  Gambia,  Upper  Volta,  ~~li 7 
Mauritania,  Niger,  Senegal  and  Chad,  the meeting was  also  attended  by 
representatives of the ADB 1  the  Ih~D,  Canada,  the  FAO  and  AID  and  of the 
bilateral aid organizations of the  nine Member  States of the Community.  The 
following major  topics were  developed and discussed: 
the Hhole  range  of problems  COnnected  vli th animal breeding and 
wodudion techniques; 
agrostological and  nutritional aspects; 
development  of the  ecoloejcal potential of the Saheli 
hydrogeological  problems; 
health aspects;  staff and  budget  of the  Government  departments 
responsible for  stockfarmingj 
economic  problems  connected with meat  and livestock. 
Proposals  for  short-,  medium- and  long-term action we:re  defined.  These 
included  food  aid to  the affected stockfarmers,  action ·to  save calves,  the 
combination of stockfarming and  agriculture in suitable areas by  means  of animal-
drawn tillaee and  local  fattening~  a.n  inventory of pasture  lands,  the retention 
of traditional  pumping methods  for  obtaining -v;ater 3  the development  of straight 
feedingstuffs using straw and residues  from  traditional crops,  etc. 
Speci:ic  meas~~es for  the various States were also disc11ssed with their 
represe1~ta.tives. - 50  - . VIII/409/75-E 
(c)  Several meetings  were  held (in  Pointe-Noire,  Hashington,  Brussels)  as 
part of the appraisal  of tho  important project  involving  the  realignment 
of the Congo-Ocean  Rail  way,  which  is being considered for financing in 1975 
by  a  consortium  of potential providers of funds  (IBRD,  FAC,  CCCE,  Canada, 
ADB,  as 'lvell  ao  the EDF). 
(d)  Discussions  took place  betv1cen  the  Cw~eroonian authorities and  a  group 
of providers  of funds  (IBRD,  FAC,  German  and  Canadian bilateral aid 
organizations,  EIB,  EDF,  etc.)  in connection with the projects involving 
the  extension of  the Port  of  Douala and  repairs  to the Yaounde-Douala 
raih;ay. 
D.  Rdations with  the  private sector 
These  Here  mainly  in connection with  trade promotion:  fairs,  trade 
exhibitions,  seminars for persons  engaged  in trade,  etc.  In 1974,  the 
Commission  organized  120  appearances  at  11  trade fairs and  9 specialized 
trade  events  in Europe  and  Africa ·under  the Community  progr~ume for 
participation by  the Associated States in international trade events. 
Hith  the  aim  of further stimulating the development  of contacts already 
made  betHeen  representatives of the public and  private sectors of production, 
exporting and  distribution,  eleven meetings  of persons  engaged  in trade 
were  organized  by  the  Commission  at the trade  events. 
These meetings  Here  centred on various  theT:Jes  and  succeeded  in bringing to 
the attention of European trade circles certain products from  the Associated 
States and  the development  of  some  of these products,  and  also  the prospects 
which are opening up  of establishing in certain States industries which 
can be  geared to  t1Je  production of export  articles. - 51  - VIII/409/75-E 
On  these occasions the representatives of the  business circles concerned 
Here  giv~em extensive  information on  the measures  adopted  by  the majority 
of the  11csociated States to  encourage the development  of foreign industrial 
investment. 
The  purpose  of all these  schemes is to  mllice  the Associated States'  products 
and  the  conditions under Hhich  they are marketed more  widely known, 
particularly in European  importing circles. 
3.  Executjon of aid from  EDF  resources 
A.  Reducing project  appraisal  and  project  execution times 
For  some  years the Commission  has  endeavoured to adopt  a  number  of measures 
designed to  speed  up  the  execution of EDF-financed projects.  In  1974, 
however,  no  specific measure  to decentralize or  speed  up  administrative 
procedure v:as  implemented.  'rhe  Commission  seized the opportunity offered 
by  the renewal  and  enlargement  of the Association to  propose  a  set of 
provisions Hhich  could  reduce appraisal  a.'1d  execution times  considerably. 
These  provisions will not,  of course,  be  applicable  irr~ediately but their 
effects  should  begin to  be felt with the financing of the first projects 
from  the resources of the foliTth  ETh~. 
B.  I·1anaP"cmcnt  of .:.tlf..9  .c.sh.ol,qrships  programme 
The  latt.er part of  197r1  Has  marked  by  an  important  change  in the ma..'1agemcnt 
of the  programme  of scholarships granted by  the  Cormnuni ty in Africa  and 
acL-nini s".,ercd  hitherto  by  a  European body.  i'lith  the  growth of the  number 
of scholarship hold  ere  studying in  Africap  vrhere  educational facilities 
(universities  and  training institutions or centres) are  continually being 
developed,  it ceemed  appropriate to transfer to the  government  authorities 
of the  AJJS:~  cotu'1tries full  rcsponsi  bili  ty for this training programme  1  th'IAS 
bringing the  scholarchip progTa..'llJ'lle  in line Hith the procedures  governing 
the  ,,xecution of otf,er  EDF  projects. 
This  admjr,:;.r:;-;;:;:·at:i.vc  trax1sfer has  already been  effected in  some  associated 
cou."ltries  and  ·was  to  have  been  extended to  cover all the  A.lGiM  by  not later 
than June  ':975· -52- VIII/409/75-E 
C.  Invitations to  tender  and  contracts 
(a)  Invitations to tender 
In 1974,  71  international invitations to  tender were  issued,  involving an 
estimated  71  million u.a.  Of  -these  •h  new  invitations to  tender,  25 concerned. 
works  contracts totalling 52  million u.  a.  ,  while  26  involved supplies 
contracts amounting to approximately  12 million u.a. 
Lastly,  in accordance with Article 49  of the Financial  Regulation of the 
EDF,  20  invitations to tender totalling around 7  million u.a.  were  issued 
by  accelerated procedure. 
(b)  Contracts 
In 1974  there  v1ere  no  :i.nstances of preference being accorded to  A.ASM  firms. 
Total  contracts  (contracts placed on  the basis of an invitation to tender or  - ' 
estimate  and  service contracts) for implementing the three Funds  amounted to 
191  million u.a. in 1974,  which is appreciably loHer than the figure for the 
preceding year. 
This  situation resulted from  the slowing down  of the rate of  impl~enting 
the  second  E:OF  (19  million u.a.  compar·ed  with  21  million u.a.  in 1973), 
this being no  longer offset- as it was  in previous years- by  an  increase 
in the rate of  implementing the third EDf.  Firm commitments  under the 
third EDli' 7  Hhich  had  grown  substantially between 1972  and  1973  (rising from 
99  million u.a.  to  186  million u.a.) -totalled no  more  than  169  million u.a.. 
in 1974. 
At  the  end  of the year under consideration,  total contracts placed,- as 
a  proportion of the relevant  appropriation - represented 98%  of  th~ first 
EDF,  94%  of the  second  ED:F'  and  over 54%  of the third E:DF  (see Annex  4). 
In previous years  one  of  the main features  had  been the  improvement  in .the 
rate a·t  which  firm  commitments  had  been undertalcen under the third Fund 
compared  with the rate under  the earlier Funds. -53- VIII/409/75-E 
This  was  again found  to  be  the  case in 1974,  for the level of firm  commitments 
(54%)  attained under  the third Fund  after four years of operation had  not 
been reached until the  sixth year under the first Fund  and at the  end  of 
the fifth year under the  second Fund.  This  shows  that the execution of 
third EDF  projects is following upon  financing decisions more  rapidly than 
in the past. 
D.  Incren.sc  in the rate of disbursements 
Disbursements under the three Fur.ds  ~~aunt to  around  173  million u.a.,  thus 
shor1ing appreciable gro-vrth  over  the preceding year  ( 160  million u.a.  in 
1973).  This gro1rth results mainly from  the  subst~~tial increase in 
disbursements under the third EDF,  which  amounted  to  131  million u.a. 
compared 'with  101  million u.a.  in 1973.  At  the  end  of 197-1,  disbursements, 
expressed as  a  percentage of  commitments,  accounted for 98.4%  of the first 
EDF  against  95.5%  in 1973 1  93%  of the  second  EDF  against  88%  in 1973,  27% 
of the third ETIF  against  25.7%  in 1973  (see Annex  4). 
4.  Overspending on  projects financed  from  EDP  resources 
Overspending \·laG  analysed  in two  ways: 
first,  a  list was  drawn  up  of the projects involving overspending,  for 
which  supplementary  funds  v1ere  committed .in 1974  following a  decision by 
the  Chief  Authorizing Officer or the Commission; 
a  second, :more general  approach  was  the  CommissionVs  attempt  to draw up  a 
balance  sheet  of the net extra cost,  both overall  and  by  sector,  resulting 
from  overspending incurred and  savings made  in respect of  completed  contracts 
under the three Funds. - 54  - VIII/  409/75-E 
(1)  Excess  cxucnditurc  covered  in 1214 
In  1974,  the Commission- after consulting the EDF  Committee  - and  tho  EDF 
Chief Authorizing Officer authorized  commitments  totalling 7.9 million u.a. 
to  cover  excess  expenditure in respect of  24  uncompleted projects under 
1  the first,  second and  third EDFs  • 
72  million u.a.,  comprised: 
'l'he  24  projects,  representing 
1  project under the first EDF,  representing 4.4 million u.a.,  which 
involved  excess  expenditure of 400  000  u.a.,  equivalent  to  9%; 
11  projects under  the  second EDF,  representing 33.6 million u.a..,  \vhich 
.involved  excess  expenditure of 2.7 million u.a.,  equivalent  to  8%; 
12  projects under  tho  third EDF,  representing 34  million u.a.,  which  involved 
excess  expenditure of 4.9 million u.a..,  equivalent to 14.5%. 
The  total  excess  expenditure thus  covered  in 1974  represento  5.1%  of tho 
total  amount  involved in the financing decisions2  taken in 1974  under the 
three Funds  ( 157  million u.a.).  'rhis result may  be  compared  with the· 
figure  of  7%  for  1973. 
In 1974,  therefore,  the  improvement  in the preceding year was  confirmed. 
(2)  Establishment  of the net  extra~ 
In order to  dra\V'  up  the  ba.lc:..nce  sheet  of t'hc  net  extra cost to the EDF 
resulting from  the overspending incuz·red  and the  savings made  on  completed 
projects,  reference was  made,  as  in -tho  preceding year,  to  contracts under 
the first,  second.  and third EDFs  which  had  been definitively completed. 
1  Al!Bf.~  and  OCT. 
2EDF  only  (AASM  +  OCT). -55- VIII/409/75-E 
(a)  This  balance  sheet,  covering 5  375  contracts for vlhich  accounts have  been 
1  clo::;ed  ,  shm·1s  that: 
for 965  contracts,  representing 368.9  million u.o..,  total  expenditure 
amounted  to 437.3 million u.a.  (excess  expenditure of 68.4  million u.a., · 
equivalent to 18.5%); 
for  1  8~0 contracts,  representing 228.3  million u.a.,  total  expenditure 
amolli~ted to  204.9  million u.a.  (a saving of 23.4 million u.a.,  equivalent 
to  10.3%); 
For 2  570  contracts,  total expenditure  (182.4 million u.a.) vias  equal  to 
the original figure. 
On  the  basis of the above figures for  excess  expenditure  and  savings,  the 
total net  extra cost  works  out at 45  million u.a.,  1-:hich  corresponds  to 
an  average  increase of 5-77%  over the original figure for  the contracts 
(779.6  million u.a.).  This result also  confirms the  improvement  in 
preceding years,  with the net  extra cost  having fallen from  10.04%  in 1971 
to  8.0~% in 1972,  6.29%  in 1973  ~1d 5·77%  in 1974• 
(b)  Detailed analysis of the net  extra cost  ehous that: 
supplementary expenditure resulting from  price increases permissible under 
price escalation clauses amounted  to  21.7 million u.a.,  equivalent  to  2.8% 
of  the original figure for the contracts and 48.0%  o:f'  total excess 
expenditure; 
Supplementary  e:J.."})endi ture resul  t·ing from  additional  orders necessary for 
the proper  execution of projects 1  or from  -t;ec:b..nical  contingencies  encountered 
in the  course of execution,  amounted  to 37.5  million u.a.,  equivalent to 
4.3%  of the original figure for the contracts  a..'1d  52.o%  of total  excess 
expenditure. 
'I'i,ese  results are  interesting from  two  points of view: 
1
lu\Sr•1  and  OCT. VIII/409/75-E 
first,  they  ohow  that the  Commiasion9s  efforts to define more  closely the 
conditions  undGr 11hich  projects are carried out  are beginning -to  bear fruit: 
overspending due  to technical contingencies,  expressed as  a  percentage 
of total excess  expenditure,  fell from  71%  in 1972  to  55%  in 1973  and  52% 
in  1971); 
Gecondly,  they reflect the  increasing impact  of the price increases 
experienced  in the last  tv10  yea.ro,  the  effects of which vlill become 
particularly acute  in the next  fevr years:  overspending due  to price 
incrr::<~.:::r~,  cxprcsGed  as  a  pcrGentage of total excess  expenditure,  rose 
from  29~~ in 1972  to  45%  in 1973  and  48%  in 1974. 
(c)  A':J  i.n  preceding years, it appeared useful to break down  the ne-t  extra 
cost  ar:1on[;  the FundVs  major sectors of activity. 
follows: 
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45  5.77  TO'l'AL 
1Aid for production:  trade  promotion,  eto. 
-ill thout";h  it can  be  seen tha·t  there 1vas  a  distinct  improvement  over the 
preceding year,  the net  extra cost wa.s  again highest - as  in the past -
for infrastructure '\.;orks 1  amounting to  12.2% for road infrastructure and - 57  .  VIII/409/75-E 
9.~ for general  infrastructure and  industry. 
The  above  analysis of overspending shows  how  the  Commission's  efforts have 
improved  the situation in recent years.  It would be  a  mistake,  however,  to 
be  over-hasty in drawing conclusions  from  these results.  The  results obtained 
in working  out  the net extra cost  relate only to  completed  contracts and  the 
performance  of these began,  for'the most  part,  well  before  the recent past. 
However,  the  most  substantial  overspending occurred mainly in the last two  years, 
when  there was  widespread inflation and  a  substantial rise in the .cost  of 
energy.  This overspending mainly concerns  projects still being carried out 
and  is therefore not reflected in the figures  for completed contracts. 
Only  over the next  few years,  therefore, will it be  possible to assess fully the 
consequences of the price increases that have  affected EDF-financed projects in 
all sectors. 
5·  Use  made  of completed projects 
In 1974  the  Commission  continued its examination of the use  made  of projects 
financed  from  EDF  resources.  To  start with,  twanty-two  completed projects in 
various sectors were  evaluated. 
At  the  same  time the  Commission  began  a  comprehensive  evaluation of seventeen 
agricultural  development  projects in nine different countries.  This sector 
is of particular importance for the  development  of most  of the associated 
countries;  it has  always been one  of the principal fields  of  fin~cial and 
technical  cooperation activity,  accounting for 1$%  of financial  commitments 
under the first EDF,  37%  under the  second  EDF  and  3o%  of commitments  made  up 
to 31  December  1973  from  the  resources of the third EDF. - 58  - VIII/  409/75-E 
Three  main  groups  of projects were  studied: 
development  schemes  serving as  a  basis for productive  investments; 
hydro-agricultural  development  schemes  supplemented by  improvements  to 
production; 
projects aimed  as  a  matter of priority at the  introduction and/or increase 
of industrial-scale  crops. 
A.  Development  schemes  servinr. as  a  basis for productive  investments 
The  projects in the first  group  are mainly  concerned with  the  provision of 
the  water retention infrastructure Hhich is vital for improving the local 
food  situation.  In this context  the  folloHing were  evaluated: 
1.  Tne  construction of 40  rural  dams  in Upper  Volta,  with  the  aim  of creating 
permanent  reservoirs to provide water for the population and livestock, 
and  to permit the  cultivation of irrigated and flood-area  crops as well 
as  the utilization of pasture  land and  f~sher,y resources. 
2.  The  implementation of hydro-agricultural development  schemes  in the  Brakna 
in Mauritania,  comprising the  construction of five  concrete  dams  to 
increase  the  volume  of Hater retained from  the winter floods,  Hith  the 
aim  of extending and  intensifying the  cultivation of millet.  The  plan 
is to make  the population self-sufficient and  imports  from  Senegal  and 
Mali  no  longer necessar,y.  !.foreover,  the project should encourage  nomads 
to settle in the area. 
3.  The  construction of nine  dams  and· improvements  to  tvro  springs in eastern 
Mauritania in order to permit  food  crops  (millet)  to be  grown  in several 
areas of open  country provide, improved watering facilities for livestock 
and progressively attract people  to settle round the  centres of development 
thus established. 
4.  The  creation of sixtE;,len  ponds  in Mali,  with  the  aim  of improving watering  _, 
facilities along three  tracks used by  migratory herds at the beginning and 
end  of  the  rainy season between.  the Maoina - a  flood area in Niger·- and 
the  Sahel. - 59  - VIII/  409/75-E 
TJ1e  studies carried out  suggested that all the Projects examined had 
appreciably improved water supplies for the population and  livestock and 
had provided better conditions for stock-farming.  They  had thus attained 
their first objective.  Tne  projects Here  also  successful  from  the  socio-
economic  point  of view  since  they fostered the  agricultural  development 
of  the  areas  concerned,  attracted people  to  settle there  and  improved the 
health not  only of  the  livestock but·of the  people  too.  However,  there 
have  been  certain problems with  the  organization of supervision in the  areas 
to  be  cultivated and with maintenance  of the  structures. 
B.  Hydro-agricultural  development  schemes  supplemented by  imnrovements  to 
production 
Unlike  those  of  the first group,  these projects are not  concerned  simply 
with  ensuring a  supply of water,  but  rather tvith  controlling water resources 
and systematically improving and  intensifying production.  Such  projects 
constitute the  logical  foll0'1·1-up  to the  basic development  'vork:  they 
consist  of a  main  scheme  (hydro-agricultural  development)  supplemenied by 
a  range  of  concurrent or subsequent  schemes  to ensure  the rational 
modernization of the  area  (land reform,  appliei research,  promotion and 
advisory services,  the  establishment  of a  management  body,  marketing,-etc.). 
Four projects were  evaluated:  the  hydro-agricultural developments in the 
Anony delta,  Soavina and Bas-Mangoky - all three in }~adagascar - and a  set 
-of  three  rice-growing schemes  in Mali. 
Analysis  of the results obtained  showed  that the Anony  delta and  Soavina 
projects in Madagascar  and  the  rice-gro-v:ing project in Mali  v1ere  successful 
for several reasons:  conception of the projects was  coherent,  being based 
on  very  thorough  prelimina~ studies,  and enabled implementation to be  well 
integratedi  existing private property Has  respected:  the  farming unit  <HJ.G 
the  f~~ily;  the  modernization of  technicrues  involved a  traditional  crop 
(rice) and was  based  on  existing methods  and facilities;  supervision and 
training Yiere  effective and  the  local population v;as  actively involvedi 
furthermore,  the  improvements  (hydro-agricultural development  schemes  and - 60- VIII/409/75-E 
·the  organization of local  supervisors)  concern  a.  food  crop,  which  a.hmys 
arouses  the keenest interest among  the  population. 
In the  case  of the  :Bas-Ma.ngoky  project,  however,  there are  certain problems. 
Although  the priority objectives- the  regi?nal  development of a  hitherto 
uncultivated area- may  be  considered to have  been attained,  the results were 
achieved  only at the  cost of  hea~. investment and this will  seriously affect 
a.ny  economic profitability calculations. 
Under  the  following two  projects areas were  developed vii thout  any preliminary 
hydro-agricultural  scheme  being carried out: 
1.  ~1e development  of the Yatenga area in Upper Volta involved the  organization 
of local  supervisors  and  the  provision of an advisory  service.  A regional 
development  body  v1as  responsible.  Examination of  the use  made  of the project 
shows  that it viaS  undoubtedly worthHhile.  Both  the  technical assistance 
and  the  supervision provided  V~ere effective,  and  this '\vall-conceived and 
V~ell-executed project  substantially helped to improve  rural  development 
conditions  in the Yatenga area. 
2.  ~e project  to establish and start up  peasant  cooperatives in the Mayaga-
Bugesera area of Rwanda  is in line·Hith the  country~s general  objectives 
of  draHing people  a>Vay  from  overpopulated areas  and intensifying and 
diver-sifyinc; agricultural production.  ~e systematic  settlement of 14  000 
f~~ilies in modern  conditions in ten areas,  together with effective training, 
led  to  a  satisfactory increase in coffee  production and  enabled food 
production  to  be  developed and intensified.  However,  the  follo>·:-up  has 
proved  lacking in some  respects,  particularly as regards  management: 
>Vithout  resources  of its oVln,  the  Office  du  Bugesera-Mayaga is not yet 
performing all the functions allocated to it and  the  cooperatives are not 
yet playing tho part intended for them.  ~ne lesson to be  dra~~ from  this 
project is that the  integrated approach is valuable in that it is involved· 
in developing every aspect  of the  producersv  operation (establishment of 
cooperative::::,  organization of agricultural credit and marketing,  etc.). - 61  - VIII/  409/75-E 
In modernizinG  the traditional agricultural  economy,  technical assistance 
and  training are at least as important  as  the provision of equipment  and 
land  improvement. 
Pro,ject.s  aimed  as  a  matter of priori  t,y  at the  introduction and/or increase 
of industrial-scale crops 
These  projects were  in the  main  directly concerned with increasing the  volume 
and  quality of agriculturul products for industrial processing,  in order to 
meet  the  reqUirements of local  consumption,  develop  exports and diversify 
production. 
T'ne  essential purpose  of these projects was  to develop  to  the  full  the 
resources  of the associated countries where  the natural,  social and  economic 
conditions are particularly propitious for the  extensive development  of 
industrial-scale  crops  throughthe integration of plantations vrith  processing 
factories.  The  aim  of this type  of project is the  substitution of local 
products for imports,  or the  exporting of processed or semi-processed products. 
In this connection  the  followin.:.;  projects Here  examined: 
1.  Development  of cotton gro'-ring  (SeneGal) 
The  aim  of the project was  to  introduce  cotton cTONine  to  Senegal  to· 
act as  a  counter;-;eight  to  the  predominant  role played by  groundnuts  in 
both the  re.:;ional  and  the national  economy.  Evaluation of the  project 
shows  that it is an undoubted  success:  the area and yield targets were 
reached in 1973/74i  in 1964  Senegal  produced no  cotton,  but it nO'd  has 
over 29  000  ha  ~~der cultivation producing 33  000  t.  The  Senegalese 
textile industry stopped importing cotton fibre in 1969  and in  1970  the 
country became  ~~ exporter of the  commodity.  From  the  financial  point 
'  of vieH,  the  operation is in et"'uilibrium; ·  it is able  to  cover the  cost 
of all  production factors without  subsidy,  except for  the  cost of organizing 
supervision.  The  project  contributes little,  on  the  other hand,  to  the 
Gro11th  of  the national product  since  the  opportunity cost of grov1ing  cotton 
in a  ~roundnut-producing area is  ~uite hi.:;h. - 62  - VIII/  409/75-E 
2.  Establishment of  37  000  ha  of  selected palm  plantations  (IvoT"J  Coast). 
Overall,  this project may  be  considered  a."1  unrualified cuccess;  it has 
con::oiderably  helped to diversify the  coun-try's  production,  v1hich  HaS 
based  too  narr01·1ly  on  coffee,  cocoa and bananas,  and  to  develop  exports 
and  satisfy domestic  consumption.  The  project has  created 7 000  new 
. agricultural  j ohs.  More  than 25  000  ha bas  been added  to  the area 
covered by village-based plm1tations by  the efforts of over  10  090 
Ivory Coast planters supervised by  the  managing compm1y.  The  success 
of -the  operations is thus largely due  to  the  efficiency of the  mana&ing 
companies,  which  play a  valuable part-in integrating operations and 
carry out their tasks in a  highly competent  manner. 
J.ioreover,  the  chosen formula,  combining the  establishment  and  running of 
the  industrial plantations Hith vigorous  promotion activities and 
supervision of the village planters,  has  proved particularly successful. 
3.  Establishment of 4  000  ha  of palm  plantationG in the Mono  Valley  (Dahomey)o 
Although  the plantation was  established successfully,  the  production 
target was  not  reached,  since  fru:i t  production  from  selected plantations 
in 1971  and  1972  fell far below  the  estimates as  a  result of  inade~uate 
rainfall.  The  project  shov1ed  tha-t  the  transformation of a  subsistence-
farming  economy  into a  money-based  economy  presents problems.  Tne 
principal cuestions arisir:g in connection l'li th this first major oil-palm 
plantation in Vlest  Africa involved the  development  of land for  food  orops 
alongside  a  pla."1tation block,  and  the  importance  of the price factor. 
* 
*  * - 63- VIII/  409/75-E 
ConclusiQns ~0f  __ the  c;v;:~Juati,qn  .. ren<:l:l:;t,Jl 
In addition to the individual  lessons drawn  from  the evaluation of each of 
the above  projects,  the analyses  suggest  some  general conclusions  which 
1rill guide  the Commission in its assessment  of ne11  ~OTicultura.l projects. 
( 1)  Importance  of agricultural  development  projects 
Depending  on  the priorities set by the Associated States,  the  Co~~unity 
"dill  continue to lend full  support  to efforts to develop a.o""''icul ture. 
Although it is ackno1vledged  that  industrial cooperation should be  extended 
and intensified,  agricultural projects must  continue to make  a  very big 
contribution to the economic  and  social development  of the associated 
countries,  since, 
in most  of the  AASM,  agriculture is in the forefront  of productive 
activity;  on its development  depends to a  large extent the 
improvement  of the  w~ of life of the bulk of the population; 
agriculture,  stockfarming and  othe~ rural activities offer great 
potential in the .AASM  through the  develop.~ent of new land and· above 
all through  increased productivity. 
Agricultural  development  is indispendable,  not  only -to  improve  the living 
conditions of the rural population,  but  also to resolve certain crucial 
general  problems,  in particular the  need to 
take account  of the disquieting trend of world  food  supplies, 
ensure that  each country has reliable supplies of food  and  a  balanced 
diet, 
mitigate the  acute  social  and  economic  problems  caused  by  rlll'al 
depopulationP  and 
help to bring  pa~illents balances into equilibrium. - 64  - VIII/409/75-E 
In order that a6Ticultural projects  should play thoir full  part  in 
overall development,  the Commission will continue to devote all necessary 
attention to the conception of agricultural development  operations,  so that 
they will 
dovetail  with other efforts aimed  at the overall economic  and  social 
development  of the region or country concerned; 
produce  the  best results in terms  of production and  additional  income 
for the producers; 
help to modernize  the  structure of farms  and  of agriculture in general; 
talce  account  of tho pace at wl1ich  modernization  can  proceed,  in terms 
of the duration of the project,  the intensity of training and 
supervision and  the rate elf  technical innovation. 
Although  an  overall 7 integ~rat.ed approach to rural development  should be 
retained,  major importance  should  be  attached in the  conception of 
agricultural projects to the  tHo  factors which  generally have  a  direct and 
immediate  influence  on  the  outcome  of such  operations:  the net  extra 
income  for the fanners  and  the  extent to  which  technical and  structural 
changes are  effectively and  permanently adopted. 
Agricultural projects must  talce  account  not  only of the  factors  connected. 
with techniques  and yiclds7  the  choice  of crops  and  the allocation of natural 
rcsources 7  but  also of the conditions determining the producers9  net 
additional earnings,  ~~ely: 
the fixing of producer prices,  in the  hgh"t  of the special features 
of each product  and  its ou·tlets; 
the prices and availability of the means  of production,  together with 
an agricultural credit system to facilitate the  purchase  of the means 
of production; 
economic  cj.rcui  ts and  organization,  particularly as  rega.rds  the storage, 
processing,  transport and marketing of the products. - 65  - VIII/  409/75-E 
Mor0ovc.r,  for  p:::·ojec·ts  undertaken  in  o.  tra.d;i.tion<:~.l  x-u.ro.l  onvironmont, 
v 1here  success rests  on  the active participation of the  peasants  concerned, 
great  importance must  be  attached to the organization of supervision. 
Producers  should not merely be  acquainted with new  techniques but  should 
also  be  actually convinced that they are effective culd  worthwhile.  Tne 
organization of supervision must  be  concentrated on the  training of 
individual producers,  in order to enable  them  to make  further progress  on 
their own  initiative through systematic management  of their resources. 
Lastly,  given the complexity of the factors determining the  outcome  of an 
agricultural project and  the  v~rious technical,  economic  and social aspects 
influencing agricultural development,  the conception of agricultural 
projects should be  carefully adapted to the local natural and human 
conditions.  It is important therefore that these be  studied carefully in 
advance  and  that the possible consequences  of bad weather be taken into 
consideration. 
(3)  Control  of the effects of agricultural development _projects 
Since agricultural development  projects can only produce their effects 
progressively,  the Commission will see to it that the necessary means  are 
provided to permit  regular evaluation of their direct  effects and  also of 
their general effects on  the overall  economic  and  social development  of 
the region or country concerned.  Such  evaluations  should not  only be 
carried out after projects have been completed;  they  should be  carried out 
in the  course  of  implementation of projects vlhich  are complex and  take  a 
long time.  The  information provided by  such concurrent  evaluat.ions  should 
penni  t  the moans  of iiDl)lementation or the specific objectives of the 
project  to  be  changed v;here  necessary in order to  ensure the highest 
possible degree  of effectiveness.  Financing arrangements >rill have  to  be 
sufficierttly flexible to permit  such adaptations as prove  desi:i:'a.ble  in the 
course  of execution. - 66- VIII/409,/75-E 
6.  For  the  record:  Use  made  0~,?~1'£':Gll£Y_aid fin~_£~_:nber  .J..9JJ. 
from  tho  Commission's  Th1dret 
A  breakdown  by  country and  type  of aid is Gi  von  bolo•,.,: 
Breakdown  of appropriations  (as at  10  Deceraber  19711) 
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~ C.  Scholarships for traininG by  correspondence 
course  in 1973/74 
..  I  Agriculture  Technical  AASJ.1 
·~  Economics.... 
studies 
I 
'Burundi  4  3  1 
1 .Cameroon  28  111  -22 
.  Central  Af~ican Republic 
.3  3  - ..  - _; 
..  Congo  10  - 5 
Ivory Coast·-·  2  I 
5  13 
:Dahomey  2  6  -
I' 
·  Gabon  4  "  32  -
· Upper Volta.  19  2  13 
· Madagascar  103  - 7 
·Mali  2  6  - ,. 
1-ia.uri  tania  4  - 1  I  Niger  2  13  -
. Rwanda  17  - 9 
·:Senegal  14  15  24 
·Somalia'  .  - - -
Chad  2  1.3  -
Togo  12  14  8 
Zaire  3  - 12 
TOTAL  231  223  115 
Pe~centage_ .  40.6  39.2  I 
20.2 
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B.  Brec,.>:do_!.:!.l_]Y  ho:ne  cocmir,'r  o.nd  iy;:>IJ  of  i.ra1nin,.,. 
of  J\A~3f.1  no:Li  __  ~'lo.J s  holdinr; scholarc:l1ips  in  197;./74 
f"Economi c:::: 
l  'l'oclmical  I 
·X· 
Home  country  ~~i  cul  tu.re  Hoo.l th  'Other  - TOTAL 
st11dies  -r-
Burundi  42  l 
22  59 
I 
~  2  126  • 
Cameroon  65  I 
70  93  13  24-1 
C:en'L;ra:).  African 
Ropuohc  60  47  8 
I 
2  - 117 
Congo  20  6  11  2  39 
Ivory Coast  40  70  64  !  1  175 
Dahomey  9  101  2G  I 
51  107 
Ga. bon  4  14  3  21 
t 
Upper  Vol_ta  I 
82  11  174  53  7  21 
1-~daga.scar  28  15  38  3  8..A  ,. 
~ 
'\.li  27  90  70  1  1  189 
r?;ia. uri  t arua  7  2  43  52 
Niger  38  47  75  19  7  186 
Rwanda  12  74  38  - 1  1 ')- .... ) 
Sen(;) gal  88  35  82  i  3  I  - .  205 
Somal:iP.  29  97  128  l  85  I  339  I 
I  I 
-
Chad_~  27  1'1  50  6  - 94 
Togo  63  109  18  I  2 
I 
2  194 
Zahe  23  39  92  37  10  201  -- l  - . -
TOTAL  l  635  I 
856  919  305  I 
34  l 
2  749  - - -
Percentage·  j  l 
l  I 
1973/74  23-1 
I 
31.2 
-I 
33.4  I 
11  ~  1  1~2  I 
100,0 
! 
*  Other:  Social  weL'<:cr·e,  household  management,  etc. A.  Speci.al  loarls  1974 
{Second Ye.oc;nde  Co:wention) 
=~~·-=·  ··;·~--·~C<-~·-·=  =~~~,--~~t-"' -----~~':·~·:  _, 
Recipient. country  Am..~unt of  lo~n  .  o=t of inve,tmenJ 
an_d  proj~c_t  (million u_.a.)  (million"u.a.) 
- --- --~--- I 
po:1g;; 
- ATG  II 
.:!=X.~.l'Y c  OE.! 
- RlCtr  III 
- Cocoa production 
GJ.bon 
- Tra.nngabon 
Sen~2;3-l 
- EUD~Senee,?.l 
?,3.l1'3 
- Regideso 
1 .008 
5·041 
2. 391 
7 .ooo 
3·  321 
5!803 
1c alculated on  the  basis of the  DAC  tables. 
7-057 
24~800 
7·780 
199.000 
9~100 
5,803 
( 1000  u.a.) 
·-~~~-~-==-·~<----~-~-~--~-1 
Interes_t  I  Duration  I  Grace  period  Grant element1  .I 
{%)  (years)  (years)  (%)  I 
.,--~  ....____,.,..,._,  __ , -.· 
t 
1 
3 
2 
1 
1 
25 
30 
15 
40 
30 
40 
4 
10 
1 
10 
10 
5 
63.04 
74.23 
44~72 
69!63 
74\23 
-13,4f3 
-----{~:.--------._..._  ........ 
~
~8  7-......... 
i:'J-t>- xo 
... ~ 
-J 
Vl 
!. Recipi-ent  coc·::.try 
and  proje_qt 
J.vory ·Coast -: 
- CO'l'IVO 
- RAN  III 
Ze.'ire 
- GECAl·illf.ES  II 
.~..,.._.. 
t  ..,  __  R  __ , 
! 
B.  EIB  lo~ms  1974 
- -
Amount  of lO'a,'l  Amount  of investment 
(million_}.l..a.)  (million u.a.) 
- J  .o.., 
5.400  . 25.4 
14.040  24.8 
~-·~-·--·  ._  ... _.,.,...,_....,_, 
16.600  -.381. 5 
-
Rate  of interest  -
after subsidy 
(%) 
Rate  of subsidy 
:  (%)  .  ~_;:.: 
i 
._, 
~  ~  -- .-
.6.s%  - 2  % 
6.25%  2._5  % 
:n>-.---... 
.  10.5%  -- -
Duration 
(ye~rs) 
---
10 
15 
15 
:c-
~;:1  &JH 
x..t::!_ 
VJ~ 
0 
~ 
--:1 
V1 
~ :fl'NJC1b1o~·n'l  of  i.rnplcmen~:ntion Of  aid  financed 
under the  third EDF  and  from  the  EIBVs  O't-m 
resources  as at  31  December  1974 
AASM1 
VIII/  409/75-E 
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(  1000 u. a.) 
Commitments  Total  contracts  Disbursements 
Third EDF 
Grants 
528  159  314  977  197  105  Projects 
Project-linked technical assistance  25·, '142  17 .672  10 726 
Trade  promotion  6 508  4  753  3  610 
Exceptional  aid  29  595  28.  673  26  789 
General  technical  cooperation  46  615  35·  266  9  908 
Administrative  costs,  delegated 
and  technical  control  26  892  19 557  18  863 
663  211  420  898  267  001 
. 
Interest rate  subsidies  6 525  6.525  6  503 
Total  grants  669 ·736  427  423  273  504 
Reua;y:a.ble  aid 
Special  loans  59  280  59.  280  14,.723 
Risk  capital  2 494 
..  2  494  1. 766 
TOTAL  3rd EDF  731  !51 0  489  197  289~99.3 
EIB  I 
Ord.ino.ry  loans  82·325  - 35  683 
1Incluc1'ing  pro,jectG  not  broken  down  by country. 